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Abstract. We review and update results bearing on the phenomenon of pmicleantipmicle 
mixing in lhe neutral benuty meson sector. Ow main focus is on the mixing ratio xs. defined 
as x s  = (AM) /  r, relevant for BF-B: mixing. We present theoretical estimates of this quantity 
in the standard model (SM) and find lhat xg = 0(10), which makes time-dependent oscillation 
measurements mandatory. We also discuss estimales of xs  in a number of extensions of the SM, 
some of which admit smaller values of xJ. Present and future experimental facilities where such 
measurements wn be undertaken are reviewed on a case-to-case basis. These indude the high 
luminosity LEP option, asymmevic threshold B-factories, the ep collider HEM, and hadron 
colliders. such as the Fermilab Tevalron, LHC and SSC. 

1. Introduction 

In the SU(2)  x U(1) gauge theory of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [l], now known as 
the standard model (SM), fermions get their masses through Yukawa couplings involving 
a Higgs doublet field. For the quarks, the gauge and mass eigenstates are not the same, 
leading to inter-generational couplings in the weak charged-current interactions. These 
flavour non-diagonal couplings are described by the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
(CKM) matrix [ 2 ] .  The CKM matrix is one of the few aspects of the SM which remain to 
be fully tested. High-precision determinations of all CKM matrix elements may reveal some 
inconsistencies, and give us some clue as to the new physics which inevitably lies beyond 

We recall here that the measurement of xd  by the ARGUS collaboration in 1987 giving 
xd  N 0.70 was the first compelling hint that the top quark mass probably lies beyond 
100 GeV. The measurement of Xd also provides, in principle, a determination of the CKM 
matrix element lVtdj. However, it is difficult to quantify it due to the (as yet) unknown top- 
quark mass and the attendant uncertainty in the hadronic matrix element. One ingredient 
which is very likely to aid in this programme is the measurement of B!-B! mixing, x,. It 
is well appreciated that the ratio xd/xs is independent of the top-quark mass and the QCD 
corrections to the effective (AB(  = 2 Hamiltonian. However, it depends upon the ratio 
of the relevant hadronic matrix elements. A reliable theoretical estimate of the hadronic 
matrix elements would then provide a reliable determination of the CKM matrix element 
ratio I!&(/jVEl. Hence, the interest in measuring x s  cannot be overemphasized. 

In this paper, we will review the issues, both theoretical and experimental, involved 
in an eventual measurement of xs. The present experimental information on the 
mixing probabilities, both in the B:-@ and BpB; systems, is based on time-integrated 
measurements. Such methods are expected to work if the mixing ratio xi = O( l), as is 
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the case for xd. However, it is common knowledge that the expectation for xI in the SM is 
more like O(10). which would necessitate time-dependent methods for its measurement. In 
anticipation of this, we have concentrated on time-dependent methods for determining xp in 
a number of competing proposals. 

We begin in section 2 by reviewing what is currently known about the CKM matrix, In 
section 3 we discuss how a measurement of x, will help pin down the matrix elements, and 
give there predictions for x,, both in and beyond the SM. After updating the time-integrated 
measurements of B0-Bo mixing in section 4, in section 5 we discuss the general issues 
involved in a time-dependent measurement of x g .  In sections 6-9 we review in detail the 
experimental prospects for measuring xs at LEP/SLC, at asymmetric B-factories, at HEM, 
and at hadron colliders, including, wherever possible, the results of detailed studies. We 
give a summary in section 10. 

A Al i  and D London 

2. An update of the cI(M matrix 

2.1. The CKM matrix parameters 

For three generations, the CKM matrix can be described by three angles and one complex 
phase. It was noticed some time ago by Wolfenstein [3] that the elements of this matrix 
exhibited a hierarchy in terms of A, the Cabibbo angle. In this parametrization the CKM 
matrix can be written approximately as 

A AA3 ( p  - iq) 1 2  1 - T A  
VCKM = 1 - $Aa-iAZA4q AA2 ) .  (I) 

What is known about the four CKM matrix parameters, A, A, p ,  q? First of all, IV,,J 

( AA3 (1 I A p  - iq) - A A ~  1 

has been extracted with good accuracy from K+ zeu and hyperon decays [4] to be 

]VUSI = A = 0.2205 & 0.0018. (2) 

This agrees quite well with the determination of Vud 2: 1 - $hZ from p decay 

IVudl = 0.9744 Zk 0.0010. (3) 

The parameter A is related to the CKM matrix element Veb, which can be obtained 
from semileptonic decays of B mesons. There are two classas of models which describe 
such decays. First of all, in the spectator quark model of Altarelli et al (ACCMM) [5 ] ,  the 
semileptonic decay of a B meson is described at the quark level in a manner completely 
analogous to that of muon decay, with QCD and phase space effects taken into account. 
The main uncertainty is in the value of mb, but this is reduced by constructing a bound- 
state model of the b-quark within the B meson. The crucial parameters for semileptonic 
B decays in this model are m,, mu (for b 4 U transitions) and p ~ ,  the Fermi momentum 
of the b-quark. Although exclusive semileptonic branching ratios cannot be calculated, this 
model does predict the shape of the lepton spectrum. 

The second class of models are form-factor models. In these models, the branching 
ratios for exclusive final states are predicted. In particular, for b -+ c transitions, the 
rates for B --t Dtu and B -+ D*eu are given as functions of IVcblz with no parameters to 
vary. The model of Isgur et d (ISGW) [61 uses the quark potential model to calculate the 
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form factors, which gives the exclusive branching ratios. The inclusive lepton spectrum is 
obtained by summing over these exclusive modes, using only the lowest resonances. (As 
we will see when discussing I Vub/Vcbl. this technique is somewhat doubtful.) In the models 
of Wirbel, Stech and Bauer (WS) [7] and Korner and Schuler (KS) [SI, the form factors 
are calculated using nearest-pole dominance. In these models only the exclusive rates are 
predicted. 

One advantage of such form-factor models is that, in principle, IVcb[ is best extracted 
from the branching ratio for B + Diu, since this decay can be described by one form 
factor. Ultimately, with more data, it should be possible to distinguish between various 
form-factor models, and obtain IVcbl much more precisely than through the ACCMM model. 
Even now, the value of IVCbl obtained from B + Dew is rather insensitive to the model 
used. 

Recently, there has been a further development in such models. By taking the formal 
l i t  of infinite quark masses, one obtains what is known as the heavyquark effective theory 
(HQET). In this limit it has been observed that all hadronic form factors can be expressed in 
terms of a single function, the Isgur-Wise function [9]. Interestingly, in contrast to the above 
comments, it has been shown that this analysis works hest for B + D*eu decays, since 
these decays are unaffected by l/mb corrections [1&12]. On the other hand, B + Diu 
decays are affected, and the corrections can only be calculated in a model-dependent way. 

(4) 

This value has been obtained using only the exclusive decay B + Diu (as discussed above) 
and the model of vas. The error includes the model dependence of the form factors. Note 
that the B lifetime 

Following [13], the 1990 Particle Data Group [4] gives the following value for [VdI: 

IVdl = 0.044 + 0.009, 

rB=(1.15&0.14)~ lO-'*s (5)  

has been used in exfxacting this value of IVdl. In fact, the 1990 Particle Data Group [4] 
itself updates rg (without updating the above I V&l) to 

rB (1990) = (1.18~0.11) x lO-''s. 

Since then, the ARGUS and CLEO groups have updated their analyses. Furthermore, we 
now have additional information from LEP. The average B hadron lietime measured at 
LEP 1141 is 

TB = (1.28 * 0.06) x lo-'' s. (7) 

This is somewhat larger than (though within errors consistent with) the 1990 Particle 
Data Group value (equation (6)). Since the essential difference between the two sets 
of measurement lies in the production of the B:-mesons and I\b-baI'yOIIS at LEP, it is 
conceivable that the lifetimes and the semileptonic branching ratios for the various B hadrons 
are, in fact, different. Precision measurements in future from the T(4S) and Zo decays 
should be watched carefully to discern a significant deviation. In particular, measurements 
of the individual lifetimes of the B hadrons will clarify this point. We note parenthetically 
that the recent TB measurements in a non e+e- experiment giving [I51 
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while statistically not persuasive, are tantalizingly different! On the other hand, ALEPH has 
reported the first measuremenu of the individual Bo, B- lifetimes, giving a ratio 

A Ali and D London 

rB+/rBa = 0.962tE (9) 

which is consistent with 1, though the present errors are still quite large. We shall. however, 
continue using the simplifying assumption that all the B hadron lifetimes as well as their 
semileptonic branching ratios are equal. Therefore, averaging the LEP B-lifetime with that 
of the 1990 Particle Data Group, we obtain 

= (1.23 k 0.06) x 10-" s. (10) 

In order to update I Vfbi (and hence A )  we shall use the exclusive decays. This is done 
both by following the lead of the Particle Data Group in which a value of lVcbl is extracted 
from exclusive B -+ DEu decays using the WBS model, and by using the HQET [9] to extract 
the same quantity from the exclusive B -+ D*Eu decays, as has been done by the CLEO 
collaboration. 

Let us first consider the exclusive decay B -+ Deu. Although experiments at LEP have 
measured the inclusive semileptonic branching ratio, they have not yet been able to measure 
exclusive decay modes. Therefore we shall use the latest ARGUS and CLEO results, adjusting 
them to take account of the new value for re. Using the old (1990) value for CB, CLEO 1161 
gives 

Updating these numbers to take equation (10) into account, we find, for the \vBs model, 

I Vcbl = 0.043 ?c 0.005. (13) 

It is clear that the model dependence is becoming larger than the experimental error. 
Hopefully, with more data, we will be able to rule out certain of these models. (In fact, 
in comparing with experiment, there seem to be some problems with the ISGW model, as 
detailed in [16].) 

Alternatively, one could use the (less model-dependent) HQET approach to the exclusive 
B(u) + D*(IJ')~u decay, in which case the decay at the symmetry point U . U' = 1 is 
governed by the Isgur-Wise function < ( U .  U'), having the normalization c ( u .  U' = 1) = 1 
(here U and U' are the four-velocities as indicated). Since O ( l / m ~ )  corrections to the 
Isgur-Wise function t A , ( u .  U' = 1) determining the rate for the decay B -+ D*Eup. at the 
symmetry point are absent, any deviation from the relation t ~ ,  (U. U' = 1) = I is dominantly 
of perturbative QCD origin. p e  differential decay rate is given by 
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The QCD-COrreCtiOn factor turns out to be essentially 1, namely ~ Q C D  Y 0.99, leading to the 
very interesting result that the rate for this decay at the symmetry point remains practically 
unrenormalized from its Isgur-Wise value [12]. To obtain useful phenomenology from this 
work, one has to extrapolate the data to the point y = U .  U‘ = 1, for which one needs an 
ansatz for the Isgur-Wise function t ( y ) ,  which is a model-dependent enterprise. To extract 
Vcb from data, the following parametrization was employed [ 121 

2 H Y )  = - - (2y0  - 1)- 
1 + Y  

A fit of the data on B -+ D*& was then attempted in terms of the parameters, yo and 
I Vcb I, getting 

These numbers were obtained using the leading log result ~ Q C D  = 0.95. Updating it for 
~ Q C D  = 0.99 and the new average for r ~ ,  one gets 

I Vcbl ( L)l’* = 0.044 & 0.006 
1.23 ps 

With the perturbative corrections being at the level of I%, the dominant theoretical 
uncertainty lies in extrapolation of the data. To get an idea of the uncertainty from this 
source, Mannel [ 181 has recently studied the parametrization dependence of the Isgur-Wise 
function for U .  U’ # 1 by fitting simultaneously four inputs from the B + (D, D*)eu data 
in the HQET approach, namely the D*-energy spectrum, the total branching ratio, the ratio 
r D . / r D  and the polarization variable a = 2rL/rT - 1. For this purpose three different 
parametrizations have been fitted to the data. The first, 

C ( u .  U’) = 1 + i a ( u  - u’)’(u + U’)* (18) 

is best fit to the CLEO data with a = 0.53. If instead only the lepton energy spectrum from 
B --t D’ev, is used the best fit is a = 0.54. The second parametrization due to Rosner [19], 

1 
!(U ’ U’) = 

1 - (U - u‘)’/w; 

is fitted again to the four inputs, giving l /wi  = 1.27 f0.06. A third parametrization, which 
is very similar to the one used by Neubert and Rieckert [12], 

t ( u .  U‘) = exp{b(u - U’)’} (20) 

gives 6 = 0.91 i 0.03 [18]. Concentrating on the decay width r (Bo -+ D*+t-ue) and 
the polarization parameter a as benchmarks, Mannel has found &7% dependence of these 
quantities on the parametrizations. This, in our opinion, is a fair estimate of the residual 
model dependence of the CKM matrix element IVbclz in the HQET approach. Based on the 
various methods presented here, we conclude that the CKM matrix element Vcb has been 
determined by the present ARGUS and CLEO data to an accuracy of *13%. Also, there is 
remarkable consistency between the extracted value of jVcbl from the two approaches. 
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For the purposes of the fit which follows, we shall use the value of the CKM parameter 
A obtained kom the HQET 

A = 0.90 4 0.1'2. (21) 

The other two CKM parameters p and q are constrained by the measurements of 
IV"b/Vcbl, 161 (the CP-violating parameter in the kaon system), Xd (~$4: mixing) and 
(in principle) E'/< (AS = 1 CP violation in the kaon system). After discussing each of 
these in tum, we will present a fit in which the allowed region of p and q is shown. 

First of all, I v,,b/ VCb[ can be obtained by looking at the endpoint of the inclusive lepton 
spectrum in semileptonic B decays. The earlier values for the ARGUS and CLEO results 
are found in table 1. It should be noted that the apparently strong model dependence of 
IVub/ Vcbl obtained in this way essentially disappears if one ignores the lSGW model. In fact, 
it has been argued [ZO] that, by using only the lowest resonances of the quark potential, 
the ISGW model does not accurately reproduce the lepton spectrum. It therefore seems 
reasonable to exclude the LSGW model when discussing the extraction of I Vub/ Vebl from the 
inclusive lepton spectrum. The results of table 1 then give 

IVub/V& = 0.121 0.02. (22) 

Table 1. Values of V.bJV,a for different theoretical models, from [21]. 

ARGUS dam CLEO dam 

Method pc > 2.3 GcV pc > 2.4 GeV 

m w  [6] 0.20 f. 0.02 0.19i:0.03 
WBS (71 0.13 * 0.02 0.13iOo.02 
KS 181 0.11 10.01 0.11*0.01 

ACCMM [q 0.11 & 0.01 0.12&0.02 

The ARGUS collaboration has presented evidence for the exclusive decay B --f pluc 
[Z]. The ratio I vub/Vcbl extracted is quite model-dependent: 

0.17 k 0.03 WBS I71 
0.30 i 0.06 ISGW [6] 
0.15 kO.03 KS [81. 

Obviously, IVub/Vcbl as obtained from this exclusive decay is larger (for the ISGW model, 
very much larger) than that found in inclusive semileptonic B decays. 

It is clear that, although there is quite good evidence for a non-zero Iv,,b/ Vcbl, its value 
is quite uncertain. Very recently, the CLEO collaboration has reported a significant decrease 
in the value of IVub/V&l. The new results are consistent uAth the value 

I vub/ Veb I 0.08 0.02. (24) 

This gives 

= 0.36 k 0.09. 
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The experimental value of I E ~  is [41 

l E l  = (2.26 f 0.02) x (26) 

Theoretically, 161 is essentially proportional to the imaginary part of the box diagram for 
Ko-Ka mixing (figure l), and is given by 1231 

Here, the vi  are QCD correction factors, qsc rr 0.82, qtt Y 0.62, qct N 0.35 for 
A Q ~ ~  = 200 MeV 1241, yi 5 my/M&, and the functions f2 and are given by 

(The above form for f 3 ( x ,  y )  is an approximation, obtained in the limit x (< y .  For the 
exact expression, see [Z].) 

Figure 1. Box diagram for Ko-Kn mixing. There is another diagam in which the internal quark 
and W lines are interchanged. 

One of the unknowns in equation (27) is the top-quark mass. The most model- 
independent lower bound comes from LEP [26], 

m, 45 GeV. (29) 

There is a stronger lower limit (95% CL) of 

mt > 89 GeV (30) 

from CDF [27], but this limit may be weakened in the presence of certain types of physics 
beyond the SM (e.g. charged Higgses). Radiative corrections in the electroweak sector have 
been used to determine a range for m,. While the exact range of m, depends on a number 
of details, a range m, = 140 i 35 GeV has been obtained by Altarelli [28]. In the same 
vein Ellis el a1 obtain mt = 120 + 27 - 28 GeV at 68% CL [29], whereas an upper limit 
(95% CL) of 

m, c 182 GeV (31) 

comes from similar considerations in [30]. 
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Table 2. Values of BK using different methods of calculation 

Method Value of BK 
Vacuum insertion I 
Hadronic sum NICS 0.33 i 0.09 1311 

0.39+0.10 [32] 
Chiral symmetry 0.33 i 0.2 [33] 
WO Sum NI= 0.50 i 0.22 [34] 

0.5810.16 [35] 
0.84 i 0.08 1361 
0.7410.17 [37] 

IN 0.66iO.lO [381 
Lattice theories 0.87 iO.20 [39] 

1.03 1 0.07 [40l 
0.9410.01 [41] 
0.77 10.07 [41] 
0.92 1 0.03 [42] 

Fiyre 2. Box diagram for Bi-Bi mixing. There is anolher diagram in which the internal 
t-quark and W lines m interchanged. 

The final parameter in the expression for I E ~  is BK, which represents our ignorance of 
the mahix element (Kol(dy”(l - y 3 ) ~ ) ~ ] R ’ ) .  The evaluation of this matrix element has 
been the subject of much work. The results are summarized in table 2. Although the entire 
range of BK is 1/3 < BK < 1, the I / N  and lattice approaches are generally considered 
more reliable. For this reason, in what follows we shall take 

BK = 0.8 & 0.2. (32) 

We now turn to B:-Bt mixing. The latest value of xd, which is a measure of this 

(33) 

The mixing parameter x d  is calculated from the B:-B: box diagram (figure 2). Unlike the 
kaon system, where the contributions of both the c- and t-quarks in the loop were important, 
this diagram is dominated by t-quark exchange 

mixing, is [43] 

~d = 0.67 & 0.10. 

where, using equation ( I ) ,  [V,;V,bl2 = A2h6 [(l - p)* + $1. Here, 7~ is the QCD correction. 
In 1441, this correction is analysed in great detail, including the effects of a heavy t-quark. 
They find that 7’ depends sensitively on the definition of the t-quark mass, and that, strictly 
speaking, only the product q ~ ( y ~ ) f z ( y J  is free of this dependence. For this reason we will 
use the value, q~ = 0.55, advocated in [44]. 
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For the B system, the hadronic uncertainty is given by fidBBd, analogous to BK in 
the kaon system, except that in this case, neither is fB, measured. And, just like BK, the 
evaluation of f i d B ~ ,  has been the subject of much work, summarized in table 3. (Note that 
the results in table 3 are mainly for f ~ , .  and not BBd. This is because, due to the heavy 
b-quark mass, it is expected that Be, = 1.) Until very recently, the scaling law, 

fB(mB)& = constant (35) 

was thought to be valid for the B system. This led to rather small values for f&BBa (above 
the line in table 3), in the range 

100 MeV < < 170 MeV. (36) 

However, recent lattice calculations have indicated that there are scaling violations. These 
have led to larger estimates for f i d B ~ d  (below the line in table 3), roughly in the range 

200 MeV < f ~ & &  < 300 MeV. (37) 

We will therefore consider two ranges for f;&,, corresponding approximately to the ranges 
in equations (36) and (37): 

(old) : fBd& = 135 * 25 MeV 

(new) : fBd& = ZOO i 30 MeV. (38) 

Table 3. Values of fed and fBd& using different methods of calculatian. For the entries 
marked with an asterisk, which have been calculated in the static limit, it is estimated that the 
I / m b  corrections will reduce these values by about 259% [54). 

Method 

QCD sum rules fed = 115 I 1 5  MeV 1451 
fs, = 1 2 9 I  13 MeV [46] 
fBd = 170 i 20 MeV [47] 
hd = 100-126 MeV[48] 
fsd& = 165 ?C 25 MeV 1491 
fBd& = 130 i 50 MeV [SO] 
fs, = 155I 15 MeV 1511 
fed - 120 MeV [521 
fBd = 105 i 17 f 30 MeV [53] 
fed = 310 i 25 I 50 MeV' 1541 
hd = 320 I 20 MeV* 1551 
fs., = 188-246 MeV 1561 

Potential models 
Lattice theories (1) 

httice theories (2) 

We now turn to the final piece of information which can give constraints on p and 7. 
& / E .  In the kaon system, 161 reflects the (indirect) CP violation in the mixing. However, 
in the SM, there is also (direct) CP violation in the decays of kaons, conventionally denoted 
by & / E .  There are two experiments which have results for € ' / E .  Unfortunately, they are 
not in agreement: 

NA3 1 I591 : 

E731[60] : 

<'/e = (2.3 f 0.7) x 

e'/€ = (6.0 * 6.9) x (39) 
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On the theoretical side, direct CP violation in the kaon system is usually described by 
so-called penguin diagrams. However, the value of E ' / €  obtained in such calculations 
has large uncertainties. First of all, for a heavy t-quark mass, m, Y 200 GeV, it has 
been noticed [61] that there can be cancellations among the various contributions, giving 
€ ' / E  Y 0, while for a small t-quark mass, m, N 100 GeV, one finds E ' / €  - 0 On 
the other hand, recent calculations [62] indicate that these cancellations are avoided when 
two loop effects are included. Even apart from this strong dependence on m,, there are 
large theoretical uncertainties due to hadronic matrix elements (the equivalent of BK and 
&Bed) and the s-quark mass. Because both the experimental and theoretical results are 
not yet well established, we will not include E'/€  in constraining p and q. 

2.2. The unitarity triangle 

The information regarding the allowed region in p-q space can he displayed quite elegantly 
using the so-called unitarity triangle. This is constructed as follows. Because the CKM 
matrix is unitary, one has the following relation 

A Ali and D London 

V u d V ,  + v c d v &  + &dv$ = 0. (40) 

Using the form of the CKM matrix in equation (l), this can be recast as 

that is a triangle relation in the complex plane (i.e. p-q space). This is illustrated in figure 3. 
Thus, allowed values of p and q translate into allowed shapes of the unitarity triangle. 

Figure 3. The unitarity Oiangle. The angles 01. B and y can be measured via CP violation in 
lhe B system. 

In order to find the allowed unitarity triangles, we use the computer program MINUIT to 
fit the CKM parameters A ,  p and q to the experimental values of IVcbl, IVub/Vcbl,  161 and x d .  
Form,, we take three different values: in, = 100, 140, 180 GeV. For the uncertainties in the 
hadronic matrix elements, we use the ranges for BK and fidBBd defined in equations (32) and 
(38). (Note that, strictly speaking, this is not correct-theoretical 'errors' are not Gaussian. 
However, this is the best we can do.) 

The results are shown in figures 4 and 5 .  = 
135 25 MeV, with m, = 100, 140 and 180 GeV, respectively, while for figures S ( a t  
(c) we take fs,& = 200 rk 30 MeV, with mt = 100, 140 and 180 GeV, respectively. 
Note that the graph for fBd& = 135 & 25 MeV and m, = 100 GeV is a bad fit of 
the data (,yz/d.o. f. = 1.97). In all these graphs, the full curve has ,y2 = ,y& + 1. Note 

Figures 4(aHc)  have 
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that, although many authors use this curve to represent * ]U ' ,  it is, in fact, only a 39% CL 
region 141.' For comparison, we include the broken cnrve, which is the 90% CL region 
(x2 = ,& + 4.6). It is clear that, as we pass from figure 4(a)  to figure 5(c), the 'most 
likely' unitarity triangles become more and more acute, as has already been pointed out [63]. 
However, it is also clear that there is an enormous overlap between the 90% CL regions of 
fBd& = 135 zk 25 MeV and those with fBd& = 200 i 30 MeV, so that it will take 
a great deal of new experimental evidence to tell us which of the 'old' or 'new' values of 

in equation (38) is correct, 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 0.4 i,. , , ,,, , , , , ~ ~ ~  

0.2 .. 
0.1 '. -._____.. ,. 

0.3 
_-...___.-*I 

'-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

1:; 1 (b) mt = 140 GeV 
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'-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 02 0.4, 0.6 0.8 
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0.2 
0.1 . .. . . . . . _.. 

' - 1  -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

P 

Figure 4. Alloued rcgioo in p.0  space for difkrcnr vducs of the SM p m c t c r r .  (aHc) have 
&, = 135 3 25 MeV. wth "1, = 100, 140 and 180 GeV. rerpemivcl). The fill etme 
mpresens thc r e g m  with x 2  = x,& I ;  the b r i m  C U N ~  denom the 90% CL repon. Tht 
mangles show the besl hi. 
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P 
Figure 5. Allowed region in p-q space for different values of the SM pxamcten. (a)+) have 
fBd& = 200 f 30 MeV, with m, = 100, 140 and 180 GeV, respectively. The full ~ w e  
represents the region with x2  = xik + 1; the broken curve denotes the 90% CL region. The 
triangles show the best fit. 

3. B I B :  mixing 

It is evident from figures 4 and 5 that there is, at present, much uncertainty in the shape of 
the unitarity triangle. If we wish to test the CKM matrix as the explanation for CP violation, 
we will need much more information. Ideally, we should measure enough angles and sides 
to overconstrain the unitarity triangle of figure 3. How can we do this? First of all, the 
angles LY, p and y can be measured via CP violating rate asymmetries in the B system 
[64]. The angle sin& is measured in the decays B;@) -+ &r-, s in28  is measured 
through B@:) + V&, and sin2y is measured in B:(@) + p& [65].  Obviously, if 
all three angles were obtained in this way with enough accuracy, this would suffice to 
ascertain whether or not the unitarity triangle closes. i.e. whether or not CP violation can 
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be explained via the CKM matrix. However, it appears to be extremely dif6cult, at least 
for the first generation of B-factories, to measure the angle y .  It is therefore necessary to 
combine the measurements of 01 and B with a mwurement of one of the sides ([ V,b/hV,bl 
or lVc&Vcbl). Unfortunately, it is evident from equation (24) that there is an enormous 
uncertainty, mostly theoretical, in [v,,b/hv~~l. Furthermore, although one can extract a 
value of [ &d[ from a measurement of Xd, the unknown t-quark mass and the enormous 
uncertainty in fidBBd (equations (36) and(37)) will lead to an extremely imprecise value 
for this quantity. 

There are several possible resolutions to this problem. First of all, it may be possible to 
measure the parameter fh directly via the decay B+ + TU,. Second, the error on I v,,b/hV&[ 
could perhaps be reduced by experimentally ruling out certain models. A third, perhaps more 
interesting, possibility is to use rare B decays involving the transitions b + s and b + d. 
Of these, the Cm-suppressed radiative decays B -+ X ,  + y (and B -+ p + y ,  . . .), as well 
as the FCNC semileptonic decays B + X ,  + (t+t-)  (and B + (n, p ,  A , ,  . . . ) ( !+e - ) )  are 
particularly useful since they all measure the CKM matrix element I Vtdl. The inclusive rates 
depend only on mt while the exclusive rates also depend on form factors. However, it can 
be shown that the relative rates satisfy the following relations (up to small SU(3)-bre&ing 
effects denoted by &) [661: 

r ( b  + d +  y ) / r ( b  -+ s +  y )  = !!@(I + & I )  (42) I v u  IZ 

l V d 2  
IVSl 

(43) 

Similar relations also apply to the ratios of the exclusive rare decays, for example, 
r (B + p + y ) /  r( B+ K* + y )  and r(B -+ p + t e ) / r ( B  -+ K' +e.?) (e = e, p ,  T ,  U). 
The estimated rates are such that some should be measurable in a first-generation B-factory 
with 0(107) events [66]. 

Another possibility, which is the one we will emphasize, is to use the information from 
xs,  the B:-B: mixing parameter. 

3.1. xs and the wlitariiy triangle 

Mixing in the Bt-Bt system follows quite closely that of the B:-B: system. The B!-B: 
box diagram (figure 6) is again dominated by t-quark exchange, and the mixing parameter 
x, is given by a formula analogous to that of equation (34) 

r ( b  + d +ti)/ r ( b  + s + t i)  = ~ ( 1  + 82). 

Using the fact that Vcb = V, (equation (I)) ,  i t  is clear that one of the sides of the unitarity 
triangle, I V&.Vcb[, can be obtained from the ratio of xd and xs 

All dependence on the t-quark mass drops out, and we are left with the square of the ratio 
of CKM matrix elements, multiplied by a factor which reflects SLr(3)~,,,,-breaking effects. 
The only uncertainty in this factor is the ratio of hadronic uncertainties-the other quantities 
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z-5 
t 

F i y r e  6. Box diagram for B!-R: mixing. There is another diagram in which the internal 
I-quark and W lines are interchanged. 

Table 4. Values of fs, using different methods of calculation. 

Method 

Potential models 
Lattice theories ( I )  

Lattice theories (2) 

/% = 210 * 20 MeV [51] 
f~, - 150 MeV [521 
/B* = 155 & 31 I 48 MeV [53] 
fs  = 204-241 MeV 1561 

will be either calculated or measured. Whether or not x s  can be used to help constrain the 
unitarily triangle will depend crucially on the theoretical status of the ratio f@Bd/f;,BB,. 

Until recently, it was generally thought that fB, is roughly 35% larger than fBd (see 
table 4) .  In addition, lattice calculations indicated that the ratio fBd/fB, could be calculated 
much more accurately than either of fBd or fB,, due to the cancellation of some systematic 
uncertainties. For example, in their 1988 calculations, Bernard ef al give I531 

fB, = 105 & 17 k 30 MeV 

fB, = 155 & 31 & 48 MeV 

fB,/ fB, = 1.47 & 0.07 f 0.30. 

(46) 

with 

(47) 
However, recent lattice calculations do not seem to support the hypothesis that fB, is 
significantly larger than fBd: 1561 gives 

fB, = 188-246 MeV 

fBs = 204-241 MeV. (48) 

Along the same lines, Abada et al [57] quote fB,/fB, = 1.06 i: 0.04; a recent average over 
a number of lattice calculations gives fB,/fB, = 1.08rkO.06 [SS]. It is not clear whether the 
error on this ratio would eventually be smaller than the error on either fB, or fB,. This is the 
crucial point-if fBd can be calculated as accurately as fB,/fB,, then the measurement of xs 
will not help in extracting the CKM mahix element V, with more precision, assuming that 
the t-quark mass is known. On the other hand, if the calculation of fBs/fBd is more accurate 
than that of fh, or if the t-quark mass is still unknown (which seems unlikely), then a 
measurement of Bpi(! mixing will allow a more accurate measurement of IV&V,bl, and 
will be an important further test of the unitarily triangle. (It should be noted that, even if 
it turns out that xs is not as useful as is hoped for constraining the unitxity triangle in the 
above manner, its value is, in any case, necessary to obtain the angle y via CP violation 
in B, decays.) 

Having motivated the necessiry for measuring xs,  we will now turn to an estimate of its 
size in the SM, and in models beyond the SM. 
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3.2. SM prediction for xs 

The S M  expression for x, is given in equation (44). Using equation (1) to substitute for 
VZV,, we obtain 

(49) Xs = ~ B ~ ~ M ~ M B ,  G: (f;$BB,) V ~ , A ~ k ~ Y t f i ( Y t ) .  

Although the main uncertainties in this equation are the t-quark mass and fi,BBs, the mass 
and lifetime of the B, meson are also unknown. We will assume that the lifetime is the 
same as that of the other B hadrons (equation (lo)), and that the Bd-B, mass difference is 
100 MeV [67]. We will also take the QCD conection VB, to be equal to its Bd counterpart, 
i.e. qBS = 0.55. Using the value for A ,  equation (21), we obtain 

xS=(153f26)  

For 89 < mt < 182 GeV, the function yr fz(yt)  is in the range 0.88-2.72, and is equal to 
2.03 for the value of mt = 150 GeV. As for fi,B&. as mentioned above, there is some 
controversy regarding its value. We will therefore consider two ranges for f;#BB,: 

fB,& = 180 zk 35 MeV (old) : 

(new) : = 225 + 2.5 MeV. (51) 

This leads to 

(old) : 

(new) : 

xs = (5.0 zk 1.6) ytfi(yt)  

xs = (7.8 f 1.8) ytfi(yt)  

which gives ‘lo’ lower limits 

(old) : xg > 3.0 

The ‘central values’ (taking mt = 150 GeV) are 

(old) : x, = 10.0 

(new) : x, = 15.8. (54) 

The SM therefore predicts extremely large values for xs. This is to he expected since, from 
equation (43, one has xs - 2oxd, apart from SU(3)~,,,-breaking effects. Due to these 
large values, time-dependent measurements are necessary to obtain xs. 

3.3. Estimates of xs beyond the SM 

In the SM, we have seen that the diagram of figure 6 yields very large values of x,. It is 
therefore of interest to see whether there exist models beyond the SM which predict a smaller 
value of xs than in the SM. This can happen if such models of new physics significantly 
alter the SM prediction or if there are new contributions which destructively interfere with 
the SM contribution. We will see that there are some models which can give small values 
of xs. 
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3.3.1. Four generations. Although LEP has ruled out the existence of four light neutrinos, 
it is still possible to have four generations if the extra neutrino is heavy. The CKM matrix is 
then a 4 x 4 unitary matrix. In this case there are additional contributions to B;-BP mixing, 
which came by replacing one or both of the t-quarks in figure 6 by t'-quarks The complete 
expression for x, then becomes 

A Ali and D London 

(56) 
It is possible to find CKM matrix elements and t- and t'-masses such that the three 
contributions above result in a small value of xI 1681. It should be noted, however, that 
this happens only in a small region of parameter space-most of the parameter space yields 
large values of x,. 

3.3.2. Supersymmetry. In supersymmetric (SUSY) models, there exist flavour changing 
gluinc-squarkquark couplings. This implies that there are new contributions to 
the BII-B! and BOB: mixings via intermediate gluinos and squarks (figure 7). Whether or 
not the effects-of such diagrams are important depends on whether they arise in the context 
of minimal SUSY models or in non-minimal SUSY models. 

Figure 7. Additional box diagram contributing to 6y-B: mixing in supersymmetric theories. 
There is another diagram in which lhe internal gluino and squark lines are interchanged. 

In minimal SUSY models, the g+ia couplings arise mainly in the left-handed sector 
(i.e. &ji,.-q,L). Furthermore, these couplings are proportional to the CKM matrix element 
Vij. The contribution of figure 7 is then [69] 

1 
g(x,y)=- (x - Y,] [ xZ'nx 

h(x,y)=- x - y  (x -1)2  x - 1  (x ++ 14 [ xlnx 

x - y ( x  - 1)2 x - 1 

1 
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with wi = ni? /mi  (hi = h, S, 6) .  For reasonable values of masses for the supersymmetric 
particles (ma, ma 100-300 GeV), it is found that, although the SUSY contributions to 
Bf-Bf mixing are not negligible, xs is still dominated by the SM box diagram [69]. In this 
context the values of AM(Bd) and AM(B,) in the minimal supersymmetric model with 
electroweak radiative breaking (RMSSM) have been calculated in [70]. Their results for the 
ratio AM(B&usY/AM(B&M and AM(B,)susy/AM(BS)s~ are plotted in figure 8. This 
figure shows that the inclusion of SUSY particles leads to no more than 30% enhancement 
over the SM predictions. Moreover, for all the parametric values SUSY contributions add a 
positive contribution to AM&) and AM(B,). Therefore, it is not possible to obtain small 
values of xs in minimal SUSY models. 

d, 

m,=130 GeV 
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0 

m 
I 

5 1.2 
x a . 
> 

y1 
z 1 . 0  
E: a 
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Ln 
m 
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=m 1 . 2  
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? z, 
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Figure 8. The ratio of the mimimal supersymmetric model contribution to A M @ , )  (q = d, s) 
over the corresponding SM prediction is shown for mr = 130 GeV and tang = 2, 8, as a 
function of ihe son supersymmetry breaking mass m (from [701). 

In non-minimal models, on the other hand, the flavour changing g - i j i - ~  couplings are 
no longer dominated by the left-handed sector-the box diagrams with right-handed squarks 
are now also important. Furthermore, the g + j R a R  couplings are not related at all to Vi,. 
In this case, for certain values of the right-handed g<;a.  couplings, it is possible to get 
cancellations between the SM and SUSY contributions to Bf-B: miwing [71]. Therefore, it 
is possible to obtain small values of x,  in non-minimal SUSY models. 

3.3.3. Multi-Higgs doublets with naturnlfivour conservation (NFC). In multi-Higgs doublet 
models, there are physical charged Higgses (&. These can contribute to Bf-B! mixing 
through box diagrams such as those of figure 6 in which one or both of the W's is replaced 
by a @*. In a general n-doublet model with NFC, the couplings of the $+ to quarks is given 
by [721 
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Here, Y is the matrix which rotates the mass eigenstate charged scalars to the interaction 
basis. In general, Y is unrelated to V c w .  However, for BgB; mixing, the leading 
contribution comes from the term proportional to mt. This gives (YlkVcd)(YlbVfd)*,  and 
thus the new contributions from charged Higgs exchange simply add to that of the SM. A 
simple (but approximate) expression for x, in the multi-Higgs model can be written as [73] 
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Therefore small xs is not possible in multi-Higgs doublet models with NFC. (If M;C is 
abandoned, then constraints from flavour changing neutral currents require the masses of 
the charged Higgses to be extremely large, so that the new contributions to B:-B! mixing 
are negligible, and x8 remains as in the SM.) 

3.3.4. Le@-right symmetric models. In left-right (LR) symmetric models, the gauge sector 
is extended to S( / (~)L x SU(2)R x U(1). Minimal LR models include spontaneous CP 
violation, in which case the right-handed CKM matrix is identical to, or the complex 
conjugate of, the left-handed CKM matrix. In this case, there are rather strong lower limits 
on the mass of the WR, MR > 1.5-2.5 TeV, arising from the requirement that the short- 
distance contribution to the KL-Ks mass difference not exceed the experimental value. New 
contributions to B!-@ mixinz can come from diagrams such as figure 6 but with one or 
both Ws replaced by a right-handed WR [74,75]. Including W and WR exchange, the 
expression for xs is 

where MR is the mass of the WR, and qkR rr qkR Y 1.8 are QCD corrections. Altarelli 
and Franzini [69] have noted that, although the inclusion of the effects of the WR acts to 
decrease the total amount of B!-@ mixing, the very stringent constraints on MR make these 
effects rather small. Thus the SM prediction is essentially unaltered in minimal LR models. 

If spontaneous CP violation is abandoned, then the right-handed CKM matrix is 
completely arbitrary. Langacker and Sanker [76] have analysed Limits on MR in this case. 
They find that bounds on MR from AMK can be evaded if right-handed CKM matrix takes 
one of the two following forms: 

-sin$ IC cos$ 

1 *  * 
* -sin$ cos$ 

( A ) :  (* cos+ sin$) (B) :  ( 
(The asterisks represent elements of 0(10-'), and phases have been ignored.) In these cases, 
the WR can be as light as several hundred GeV, depending on the nature of the right-handed 
neutrino. However, a further analysis by London and Wyler [77] points out that, except 
in some exceedingly fine-tuned cases, bounds from E then force MR to be greater than - 30 TeV when phases are taken into account. Therefore, even if one does not implement 
spontaneous CP violation, the effects of the WR on Bo-Bo mixing are, in general, small, 
and xs remains large. (However, as pointed out in [77], fine-tuned solutions do exist which 
evade bounds from E ,  and which can lead to small values of xJ through cancellations of the 
SM contributions.) 
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3.3.5. 2-mediated flavour chmging neutral currents (FCNCJ. In these models [78], an 
SU(2)L-singlet quark of charge -1/3 is added and allowed to mix with ordinary quarks. 
In this case, the CKM matrix is no longer unitary. In the basis in which the up-quark mass 
matrix is diagonal, tbe CKM matrix is the upper 3 x 4 submatrix of the 4 x 4 down-quark 
mass matrix. This leads to 2-mediated FCNC. There are two consequences of this. First of 
all, the constraints from unitarity on V, and Vh are relaxed-Ve and V,b can be smaller than 
in the SM. Secondly, B:-B: mixing can come about directly through 2 exchange (figure 9). 
There is a region of parameter space in which there is a cancellation between these new 
diagrams and those of the SM. Therefore it is possible to obtain small xs in models with 
&mediated FcNC. 

Figure 9. The additional diagram contributing to B:-B: mixing in models with Zmediated 
flavour-changing neutral currents. 

To summarize, the SM predicts xg to be of 0(10), with a value less than about 5 
extremely improbable. Small values for x, are possible in some models beyond the SM. 
Although x, is always large in minimal supersymmehic models, multi-Higgs doublet models, 
and minimal left-right symmetric models, small values for xs can be found in models with 
four generations, non-minimal supersymmehic models, non-minimal left-right symmetric 
models, and models with Z-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents. (However, for 
models with four generations and for non-minimal left-right symmetric models, it should 
be noted that this happens in a very small region of parameter space.) As we shall see, large 
x g  can be measured only via time-dependent techniques; time-integrated measurements are 
sensitive only to small values of xs which, however, would point directly to physics beyond 
the SM. We turn to a discussion of both methods of measurement in the following sections. 

4. Time-integrated measurements of Bo-Bo mixiug--an update 

We briefly discuss the present (timeintegrated) measurements of B!-B: and B:-@ mixing. 
The data in the continuum have been analysed in terms of the time-integrated quantity x. 
defined as 

where Pd and P, represent the probabilities P(b -+ Bd) and P(b 4 Bs), respectively, and x d  
and xs are the B:-B: and B:-BZ mixing parameters, defined in terms of the time-integrated 
probabilities 
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Note that Xd,s is related to I d , $  via 

The quantity x has been measured at LEP using the semileptonic decays of the B 
hadrons, giving rise to the dilepton final states. It is easy to show that the following relation 
holds 

The updated LEP average is [ 14,261 

x=O.131f0.010. (70) 

This can be combined with the measurements at the pp colliders at CERN and Fermilab 
[79,801 

x = 0.145 f 0.038 

x = 0.176 f 0.050 (CDF) (71) 

which gives the present world average for x, x = 0.133 k 0.0095. Since the quantity x d  
has been measured by the ARCUS and CLEO collaborations using T(4S) decays, with the 
present average (431 

(72) 

(corresponding to the value Xd = 0.67 & 0.10). one could use this as an input and extract 
xs from x. assuming the specific probabilities Pd and P, introduced earlier in the defining 
equation for x. This gives 

(UAI) 

x d  = 0.155 rf: 0.031 

0.133~0.0095- P,(0.155&0.031) 
PS 

x s  = 

Using the folklore values pd = 0.35 f 0.05 and Ps = 0.20 rt 0.07 for the probability 
b + BdX and b + B,X in the continuum, respectively [79-811, one gets 

xS = 0.43 i 0.17 (74) 

in agreement with the large (almost complete) mixing anticipated for the Bt-B: case in the 
SM, xS 2 0.50. The present measurements of x,j and xs are summarized in figure 10, which 
also shows the allowed region in the SM following from the unitarity constraints on the CKM 
matrix. 

There exists a cross check on the determination of x from the dilepton final state at 
LEP and SLC through the measurement of the forward-backward (m) charge asymmeby in 
2' -+ bb. It has been known for some time that Bo-Bo mixing reduces the time-integrated 
FB charge asymmetry As(obs.) by an amount (1 - 2x) [831: 
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Figure 10. Present experimental mwurements of x d  and xs. The hatched region is the allowed 
range following from the CKM unitarity limit IVtdl2/1V,I2 c 0.21 (from [821). 

The measured value of x at LEP (equation (70)) and the FB asymmetry AE(obs.) give 
A& = 0.12610.022, which translates into the following determination of the weak mixing 
angle [26] 

sin2& = 0.226 i 0.005 (76) 

to be compared with the other independent measurements of the same quantity at LEP [26] 

sin2 & = 0.233 i 0.001, (77) 

More data at LEP would reduce the indicated errors on the quantities x and A$, 
enabling a more precise determination of the weak angle by this method. However, the 
extraction of xs from such measurements is intrinsically model-dependent. It is therefore 
important to think about measurements which could reduce this model dependence. The first 
qualitative improvement at LEP is expected to come through time-integrated measurements 
of the final states in the decays Zo + bb, in which the quantity xs would be measured 
by invoking the characteristic flavour correlations due to B:/@ production and decay AB. 
A point in question is the measurement of the dilepton final state Zo + bb + l * t * X ,  
where now X includes a tagged Ds meson. Since this ratio involves a different weighting 
of the quantities xd and xS, compared with the dilepton ratio x without flavour tagging, 
defined earlier, the two measurements can be combined to extract xs. Since the detection 
of the D, mesons in the decays of the B, mesons is anticipated to play a central role in 
the measurement of both the time-integrated quantity xS, as well as the mixing ratio xs, we 
shall discuss this point at some length below. 

5. Time-dependent measurements of xs: preliminaries 

In this section we review the prospects for determining xs by measuring the oscillation 
lengths due to BOB: mixing. The oscillation period, defined as Tosc = 2rrr&,, and the 
oscillation length, Lost = PycT,,, are both inversely proportional to xs. Hence, measuring 
the oscillation length allows the extraction of x s ,  given the Lorentz boost factor B y  (which 
is related to the energy of the B,-meson) and the B hadron lifetime, re. The precision 
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with which xs can be measured then depends on two factors-the error on the tracklength 
measurement, ALJL,  and the error on the energy, AEJE,  where the energy is related to 
B y ,  In order to have a hope of measuring x,, it is at least necessary that there be a large 
decay length. This points to five possible experimental facilities where measurements of xE 
could be undertaken: 
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(i) at LEP and SLC, 4 = mz 
(ii) at an asymmetric B-factory, 
(iii) at HEM. &ep) = 310 GeV; 
(iv) at the TEVATRON, &(p@ = 1.8 TeV; 
(vi) at the LHC (pp, .& = 16 TeV) and SSC (pp, .,,6 = 40 TeV). 
In addition, x, measurements are also feasible in experiments at fixed-target hadron 

machines. 
Note that for B: production at a symmetric B-factory in the process T(5S) -+ B:B:, . . . , 

the average Lorentz boost factor (By) is only 0(10-'), and this therefore speaks against 
the feasibility of x g  measurements in a symmetric threshold B facility. On the other hand, 
for an asymmetric threshold machine of the type being actively entertained in a number of 
project studies [U-881, (By) N 0(1), and since the B, energy is very precisely known in 
a threshold production process, the error A(,L?y) would be small. Hence, the error on the 
proper time At would be dominated by the tracklength measurement errors. In order to 
reduce the error on A L / L ,  a large decay length is preferred. This, in turn, implies a more 
asymmetric B-machine. 

We shall take up possible measurements of x, at each of the above facilities in the 
subsequent sections. In the following subsection, we first review the time evolution of the 
various states taking into account the quantum mechanical restrictions when the B-meson 
pair is produced in a quantum state with well defined charge conjugation and angular 
momentum properties. 

5.1. Time-dependent B:-@ oscillations: formalism 

The time dependence of an initially pure Bo state to be observed as a Bo or Bo is determined 
by the averaged decay width, r, the oscillation frequency proportional to the mixing 
parameter x = A M / r ,  and the lifetime difference y = (rl - r2)Jr. Here, r, and 
r2 refer to the decay widths of the mass eigenstates BI and Bz, respectively, whose mass 
difference is denoted by A M .  However, for both neutral B-meson systems being discussed 
it is expected that y < 1 and hence the dependence of the oscillation pattern on y will 
be discarded. Concentrating on the B:-B: system, the modulated time dependence of the 
single-meson state (B: --t BZ; tl and the charged conjugate state produced due to mixing 
(BP -+ @; 11 are given by 

90 GeV; 
= 10-12 GeV; 

These equations are to be interpreted as probabilities (at time t )  of observing the decays of 
a B: or B: meson, respectivety, which was initially produced as a B: meson (at t = 0). It is 
known that, due to CP violation, there exists a small asymmetry in the time evolution of an 
initially produced Bf and B: state. However, in view of the expected tiny asymmetry in the 
B:-@ system in the SM, we shall ignore this difference altogether. In addition, it is obvious 
from the above evolution equations that to observe an oscillation one will have to detect the 
decays of the B: and in final states which are not flavour neutral. Otherwise, the time 
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modulation due to mixing will disappear. As an example, the decays (B:, 6:) -+ J/@@ are 
no good for this purpose but the decays (B:, B:) -+ @;a+, D,'a-) are, 

In continuum production processes, such as is the case in all experimental facilities 
mentioned above except the B-factory, one can treat the time evolution of a single Bo or 
Bo state independently of the other. The reason for this is that the final state containing the 
B hadron is the superposition of a large number of angular momentum states and hence, on 
average, there are no constraints from angular momentum selection rules. 

In contrast, for the process e+e- -+ T(5S) + B:B:, the angular momentum constraints 
lead to very specific restrictions on the time evolution of the B:-B: state produced at time 
t = 0. The time evolution of the final state depends on the charge conjugation properties of 
the BB pair. (Note that, in fact, the BB pair can be either B:B: or B:B: since both can be 
produced in the decay of the T(5S).) A BB pair which is produced directly or through the 
decay of the excited state B*B" will have C = -1, whereas a B e  pair which comes from 
B*B or BF has C = +l. For the C = -1 states the opposite-sign and like-sign states 
have the following differential (in time) probabilities: 

P(BoBo; f l ,  f 2 )  = eXp(-(fl + f2)/rB) COS2(X(fl - tZ)/2rB) 

P(BOBO; 21, t z )  = exp(-(tl + tz)/~B) sin'(x(r1 - tz)/27~). (79) 

For the C = +1 states, the corresponding t" evolution is given by 

P(BoBo; t l ,  t z )  = eXp(-(fl + f2)/7B) COS*(X(tl + fZ)/ZrB) 

P(BOBO; r l ,  t z )  = exp(-(tl + tZ)/rB) sin*(x(tl + t2)/2rB). (80) 

Since the beam interaction point in the beam direction is not known accurately, t, and t2 
cannot be determined individually. However, the proper-time difference ltl - tzl can be 
measured. Integrating over the variable f I  + t 2 ,  one gets the following distribution in the 
time difference interval St = lfl - fzl [891: 

P(BoBo; sf) = eXp(-St/7B)cos2(~xSf/7B) c = -1 

P(BOBO + Bo Bo; 6 t )  = exp(-St/rB) sin2($t/rB) c = -1  

P(B 0 B -0 ; S t )  = -- exp ( -E)  (2cos2 (.E) + x 2  - x sin (x : ) ]  
2 1 + x 2  7B 2 7B 

P(BOBO + Bo Bo; st) = - 2 - 1 + X 2  exp(') [ 2 s i n 2 ( ~ ~ ) + x z + x s i n ( x ~ ) )  

c = +I. (813 

We shall denote these &-dependent probabilities as: f&(xi, St ) ,  f : f (x i ,  Sr), f&(xj, st) ,  
sr), respectively, where xi = xd, x s .  Note that for the C = -1 states, the angular 

momentum constraint does not change the modulated form of time evolution. The relevant 
equations for the time evolution of a single Bo-meson state given in equation (78) and 
those for the evolution of a pair of B mesons with odd charge conjugation, f:;(xj, st) ,  
f2,"(xi, st), are identical if one substitutes t by St .  Consequently, the oscillations in the 
C = - 1 B-meson states are very pronounced. On the other hand, oscillations in the even 
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charge conjugation parity states have a more complicated 6t  dependence and are, in general, 
much less pronounced due to the ( I  + x2)  suppression. This is the reason why the issue 
of the accessibility of the vector meson pair states in  the decay T(5S) --f BP'B;", which 
are produced in the C = - 1  state, is such an important matter for the observability of 
Et-@ mixing in threshold B-factories. In addition, the amplitude of oscillation is much 
more pronounced in the same sign states (i.e. BOBo and fin go, which may be tagged as the 
same-sign dilepton states due to the semileptonic decays of the two B mesons). 

5.2. Soiirces of measurement error 

We now discuss the relation between the measurement errors and the accessible x ,  range. 
The decay proper time, f ,  is measured with a certain given accuracy, At, and the observed 
time evolution is a convolution of the expression for IB:(r)) and IBt(t)) given above with 
a Gaussian distribution. This would reduce the oscillation amplitude by an amount 0 [92] 

For example, the oscillation amplitude i s  reduced to 10% of its initial value for x,Ar/re = 
2.1. The accessible x s  range depends on the proper-time resolution AtjrB. Thus, there are 
two parameters that determine the measurability of xs: the efficiency of tagging the B:/Bt 
at f = 0; and the proper-time resolution. 

Concerning the latter, we recall that since the proper time is defined as r = L/ (cgy ) ,  
where L is the decay length, the global error on the proper time can be estimated by the 
quadratic addition of errors 

where LO = c,5yrB. The first term on the right-hand side is determined by the resolution 
of the decay vertex position. The second term in equation (83) is determined by the 
accuracy on the Bt-hadron energy measurements. Measuring EB in a fully reconstructed 
B: would provide the required accuracy of a few per cent on (AEBIEB) .  This would, 
however, demand a very large number of B hadrons due to the very small Bt reconstruction 
efficiency, as has been argued by Krawczyk er al [89]. 

Finally, a reduction in the oscillation amplitude is caused if one misidentifies the 
p<articIe/antiparticle nature of the Bt/BP at f = 0. Since the B: and oscillate with 
opposite phases one loses the signal not only due to the efficiency of the tagging but also 
due to the fact that an equal amount of the oscillation signal vanishes. Defining A. as the 
amplitude for perfect tagging, the actual observed signal A(obs.) becomes diluted by the 
wrong tag at t = 0. The observed signal A(obs.) is given by 

In the following subsection, we  shall estimate A(obs.) for definite final states in which a 
B: meson has been flavour-tagged. 
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5.3. Flavour-tagging the B: meson 

One of the principal issues is to tag the B: and B: mesons, which can be done by observing 
an exclusive or semi-inclusive decay involving, for example, a Df meson in the semileptonic 
decays B: -+ D:l-ve, or a completely constrained event satisfying the B: meson mass 
constraint, for example in @ -+ Dzp- .  In time-dependent measurements, one should, 
in addition, know the particle-antiparticle nature of the B: at the time of production, 
since otherwise the oscillations will be 'flavour bleached' and washed away! Since the 
B hadrons are pair-produced in flavour-neutral production processes, such as ece- -+ BEX 
and pp + BBX, flavour-tagging the B hadron recoiling against the B hadron being probed 
will also determine the particle-antiparticle nature of the probed hadron at the time t = 0. 
As the B! is expected to mix essentially completely, it is not a good particle to tag in the 
recoiling hadron sample. Likewise, Bd, due to the observed mixing, has a chance of 1:3 
of being wrongly identified. One has to take this into account if Bd mesons are used for 
tagging. The hadrons B:, B:, and Ab on the recoil side are good flavour tags at f = 0. 
Insisting on a complete reconstruction of these hadrons is not necessary. It is sufficient to 
establish one of the two properties: 

(i) that the overall charge of the tracks initiating from the B-decay vertex sums up to 
+I .  (This, for example, would be the case for the B: and B: decays); and 

(ii) that characteristic flavour correlations in Ab decays are used. 

In this context it is worth noting that the characteristic semileptonic decays of the Ab. 
namely Ab -+ A c h e ,  with the subsequent decay A, -+ AX, giving ( A l - X )  as opposed 
to the ( A P X ) ,  have been measured at B statistically significant level at LEP. An excess of 
53 & 13 events corresponding to the product branching ratio E R ( &  + Al-X)BR(b + 
Ab) = (0.95 +00.22(stat) +0.2l(syst))% has been established by the ALEPH collaboration at 
LEP [go]. Of course, the lepton charge in the decays B + X, l + u e  also tags the b-quark, 
modulo mixing corrections. Flavow-tagging the recoiling b-quark by these methods can 
already help the ongoing experiments at LEP and CDF to determine xs. For example, with 
a tagged 6-quark on the recoil side, the decay products of a b-quark jet satisfy the following 
relation 

( 8 5 )  
XS 

1 - xS 
=- b -+ D ; l + v ~  

b -+ D:t-ve 

which is independent of the parameters pd  and P* 
Another method to determine the particle/antiparticle nature of the B: and B: mesons 

at t = 0 was proposed some time ago in 1841. One starts from the observation that in 
sufficiently inelastic production processes, such as e+e- -+ BBX at LEP, the B hadron and 
8-hadron are expected to be well separated topologically. Using some jet criterion such 
as the Sterman-Weinberg definition of jets [91], for example, it is easy to show that the 
probability of having a b-quark and a 6-quark in a single jet, having the jet size ( E ,  a), and 
recoiling against a gluon jet in an e+e- annihilation process is given by (&r) f ( E ,  6 ) ,  
where f ( E ,  6 )  - O(E,  6 )  and hence negligible for sufficiently small E ,  6 .  B: production in 
a b-quark jet comes via the excitation of an SS pair from the vacuum, forming a @-hadron 
and the subsequent fragmentation process initiated from the leftover s-quark b -+ (bS) + s. 
It is an experimental fact that the probability of producing an SS quark pair from the vacuum 
is markedly lower than its S(/(3)-symmetric value, with the present data being consistent 
with Ps = 0.14.15. Hence, it makes sense to use Ps as an order parameter, implying that 
multiple SS pair-production in a jet is suppressed by powers of Pa. Concentrating on the 
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leading contribution, since an s-quark will dominantly lead to a prompt K- as opposed to 
a prompt K+ in the process of fragmentation, it  follows that the production of the B:/B: 
meson in a jet is correlated with the sign of the prompt charged kaon, K' at the instant of 
production, f = 0. Thus, one expects that final states with the 'right-sign K' such as B;K- 
and B:K+ will be much more abundant in jets than the 'wrong-sign K ,  BfK+ and B:K-, 
with the parameter Ps providing a quantitative measure. A typical situation in a b-quark jet 
is shown in figure 11, where the prompt kaon is labelled as 'Kmora', borrowing the fishing 
terminology used in [92]. Likewise, an s-quark will lead to a A-baryon more often than to 
if-baryon. In the present context, this will then give rise to final states in jets such as BfA 
and not Bfif. 

A Aii and D London 

'Korma' is a K -  An exception:' Kormn' 
ran be a K '  In this case Second generation Kaon isa K' 

K:K*' 

K;K*- 

YK*' -K' 

K:K*- 

' K O ~  i s n  K' 
Second generation Kaan is o K- 

Figure 11. Production of B hadron and charged kaons K*, K** in the fragmentation of a 
bqwxk jet. The " c i t e d  K* is being called here a 'Kmora' (from [921). 

It is clear that Bf-Bf mixing will wash out the correlation stemming from the 
fragmentation process just discussed. In fact, it is easy to show that in the leading order in 
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the parameter Ps = f(sS), B:-B: mixing will lead to the relation 
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P@ + B;K-) 
= x.. PO, + BPK-) + P (b + B:K-) 

For complete mixing, xs N 0.5. Measuring the ratio on the left-hand side in the above 
equation then provides a measurement of xs. This ratio is independent of the quantitities Ps 
and P d ,  as opposed to the dilepton ratio or the FB asymmetry, A E ,  discussed previously. 
Given large statistics and good particle identification, it should be possible to construct the 
B: and Bf hadrons, either non-leptonically, as in B: + (D;, D:-)n+, or semileptonically, 
through B: + (D;, D:-)t+ue. One could also use the characteristic charged lepton-kaon 
states in the decays of the B,, Bi + l+K-ueX, and measure the final state l'K-K-X as a 
reliable estimator of the state B!K-X (and likewise the charge conjugate state for the decay 
of 8:). In that case, one could intepret the above relation as follows [84] 

P(b + t+K-K-) 
P(b + PK-K-)  + P(b --t l-K'K-) = xs. 

There are corrections to this relation due to the quadratic (and higher) terms in Ps, and 
from the Cabibbo-suppressed B decays producing the 'wrong sign' K*-mesons. They have 
been estimated for LEP in [84], and these estimates can now be put on firmer grounds by 
using the measured probability of the Cabibbo-suppressed B decays, thanks to the recent 
ARGUS data on the charged lepton-kaon states in B'/Bo decays [93]. The charged lepton- 
kaon correlation can be simply understood in terms of the b-quark decay, b + E t + u ~ ,  
followed by the decay E + SX, giving rise to the dominant (Cabibbo-allowed) decays 
B+/Bo + .&+u,K+X, having the same-sign Iepton and kaon. The opposite-sign lepton- 
kaon state in the decays B+/Bo 4 l+ueK-X is Cabibbo-suppressed. The branching ratios 
BR(B+/Bo + l+ue(K*, K:)X) and BR(B+/Bo 4 (K*, q)X) from the ARGUS data are 
shown in table 5. It follows from table 5 that the branching ratio of the opposite-sign 
lepton-kaon state in B+/Bo decays is indeed O(sin*&). This measurement establishes 
that there is no spurious enhancement of the Cabibbo-suppressed inclusive decay modes 
in B+/Bo, and that the opposite-sign lepton-kaon charge correlations are potentially very 
useful in tagging the B, mesons, since one expects the decays B: + t+K-ueX to have no 
such Cabibbo-suppression. 

Table 5. Mean kaon multiplicities and branching d o s  of B-meson decays, where e+ represents 
an e+ or ,L+, The non.semileptonic numbers include production through miring (from [93]). 

Decay modes 

B+/Bo --f P v t K + X  
B+/Bo -P tivrK-X 
Bt/Bo -+ P+v&X 

Decay modes BR@ -+ KX) 
B+/Bo + K+X 
B+/Bo -t K-X 
B+/Bo + LOX 

B R @  -+ t+vnKX)/BR(b 4 e+vtx)  

0.536 f 0.021 f 0.075 
0.077 fO.011f 0.045 
0.187 f 0.018 f 0.023 

0.557 * 0.016 f 0.050 
0.160 * 0.010 f 0.038 
0.283 i 0.007 f 0.020 

The associated production b 4 @K+X and the charge conjugate process have been 
taken up in a number of subsequent studies for LEP and SLC [92,94,95]. There are two 
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characteristics of the K* mesons so produced, namely that they will follow the direction of 
the B:/B:, and that they will have a higher momentum than other kaons from the secondary 
stages of fragmentation. These features have been evaluated in a number of Monte Carlo 
studies. A representative Dalitz distribution of the momentum and direction of the K* 
(measured with respect to the b j e t  axis), as well as the K*-energy and angular distributions 
from these simulations are shown in figure 12. 
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Fiyrc 12. A Monte Carlo study of the correhtion between the mOmenNm and the direction of 
the chargcd kaons produced at the primary vertex in association with a B: meson at LEP (a) 
@K- and ByK+ events; (b)  @K+ and ByK- events (from [92J). 

The potential power of the K*-tagging method can be illustrated by the following 
numerical estimate 196,971. Suppose that one has already a B:-tagging technique that 
results in a sample of I000 B:& mesons and 1000 BJBd mesons. Assume that this 
technique does not distinguish between the particldantipa~ticle nature of the B!/!?: meson 
at time t = 0. The result of applying the K*-tag in Zo decays is summarized in  table 6. 
After the associated K*-tag has been applied to the sample of 2000 B hadrons, the ability 
to tag the particldantiparticle nature of the B:/!?: at its production is now 345/49 zz 7. The 
ability to reject B, and Bd is now 394/142 = 2.8. Results obtained in [92,94] are also very 
similar. The K*-tag method requires good particle identification and vertex reconstruction 
capabilities to separate the ‘Kmora-kaons’ from the B-decay kaons, otherwise the efficiency 
of this method will be greatly reduced. Assuming that these capabilities are at hand, which is 
the case for most of the LEPISLC detectors, a ratio of better than S:1 for the correcvincorrect 
identity of the BP/B: can be achieved. The price to pay is that only (roughly) half of the 
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B:/B: events would survive this tag. Again, such estimates can now be put on a firm 
experimental footing due to the lepton-kaon charge correlation measured by ARCUS. 

Table 6. Summon of results &er applying fmgmentation K* technique (from [96]). 

Cut applied BS BS B, B. + Bd 
Correct t = 0 tag Incorrect t = 0 tag Total Total 

No K' tag 500 500 1000 1000 
Highest momentum K' 412 83 495 242 
sineBK+ < 0.5 345 49 394 142 

6. Prospects for zs measurements at LEP and SLC 

Having discussed the main points involved in the measurement of xs generally, including 
methods of tagging and B: enrichment, we review in this section the prospects for such 
measurements at LEP (and SLC). In doing this we draw heavily from the studies in [92,94]. 

Apart from a good quality particle/antiparticle tag, one needs a reliable E g  (or t) 
estimator, so that unconstrained events (such as, for example, the semileptonic decays 
B: --f D$L?u,) can also be included. We refer the reader to the studies in [94] on this point, 
where the information contained in the tracking results, particle identification and jet-axis 
(B-direction) measurements have been used to obtain reliable ED estimators in a typical 
LEP environment. We show the conclusions based on this study at the end of this section. 
However, we first discuss the end result of a Monte Carlo based study undertaken in [92] 
using the above-mentioned B: semileptonic decays. 

Figure 13. Decay veltices and momenta used in estimating the B momentum (and proper time) 
for (a)  hadronic modes and (b) semileptonic modes in the Monte Carlo study of xq measurements 
at LEP (from 1941). 

Recapitulating briefly, let us concentrate on the semileptonic decay B: -+ D;ttueX, 
where the B: is produced as a result of the decay Z'l --t b k  For this case, the B: decay vertex 
should be situated on the lepton track, which is the closest distance from the reconstructed 
D: trajectory (impact parameter), as shown in figure 13. Since the neutrino is missing, 
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to obtain a zero constraint kinematics, one has to measure the B: direction and assume 
that the B: mass is known. The Bf direction can be estimated from the b-jet direction, 
which can be measured to an accuracy of -50 mad. This method, called the signed 
impact parameter technique, has been successfully used to measure the B hadron lifetime 
at LEP using semileptonic B-decays 1141, showing that the b-jet axis is a reliable estimator 
of the B-direction. This strengthens the conclusion arrived at in [92], that an accuracy 
A E B / E B  .., 0.1 on the B: energy can be achieved, i f  one retains events having a visible 
B! mass in excess of 4 GeV. This last result also depends somewhat on the assumption of 
an end-point peaked b + B: fragmentation function. Specifically, a Peterson et nl type 
fragmentation function [98] with Q = 0.008, giving (xa Es/Ekam)  = 0.71, has been 
used in the analysis of [NI. The energy fraction (XB) has now been measured at LEP: 
(XB) = 0.699 + 0.011 [99]. Though the measured value of ( x ~ )  is slightly lower than that 
assumed in the Monte Carlo study of 1921, the resulting effect on the resolution of Bf energy 
is not important. A representative estimate of the error on the proper-time measurements 
from semileptonic decays at LEP/SLC is [92] 

A Ali and D London 

( A ~ / Q J '  = 4.4 x 10-~  + 1.2 x IO-' (t/zB)' (88) 

where the second term, due to the B: energy resolution, clearly dominates. The above 
expression also underlines the importance of measuring the oscillations at small decay 
proper time, t/rB < 2, as can be seen from figure 14, where the dilution factor D, defined 
earlier, is plotted for the various choices of xg. 

Figure 14. Dilution factor D defined in the text for Ule B: oscillations due to the experimental 
resolution on the decay proper time at LEP. The assumed value of x, is indicated on the curves 
(from 1921). 

Next we discuss the point concerning the quality of particle/antiparticle tags. The results 
of a Monte Carlo based study undertaken for the DELPHI detector at LEP to estimate 
NDood wg and Nhd -, using the @K- and B:K' find states are given in table 7 [92]. This 
gives A(obs.) = 0.74. A study done for the SLD detector at SLC also leads to very similar 
results [96,97]. Knowing the dilution factor D, the tagging efficiency at t = 0, A(obs.), 
the B'$'B: decay reconstruction efficiency, E,, and the purity of the B hadron sample in 
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Table 9. Efficiency of right B: identification and t a g a g  (referring to the total number of 
B:(+> 3 charged particles t Dd-> 3 charged particles)) and B: -, !*YZ + DT(-+> 3 
charged particles) and lhe final oscilladoo signal emerging from an assumed sample of IO8 
in the DELPHI detector (from 1941). 

Hadr. Hadr. Semilept. Semilept. 
(Eft) V a s )  (ER.) (Tags) 

K*P! t a g a g  0.04 4 0 4 5 i  1170 0.033 3370 2r 1070 
(Bu, Bd)/B: tagging 0.042 1810*5IO 0.06 2,600 i 610 

Total 0.082 5850 i 1270 0.093 5970 2r I230 

Grand total 1180O~l800 

B:/fi: mesons, P, the number of Zo bosons to measure a given xs with an error Axs can 
be estimated from the expression [92] 

1 2 

N ( z o )  = (E) 8PD*A(obs.)*~,' 

Assuming Ax, /x ,  = 0.1, the required number of Zos for the DELPHI detector at LEP, for 
various values of x,, is given in table 8. The study in [92] leads to the conclusion that, given 
the above assumed efficiencies, one would need 1.3 x lo7 Zo events to measure xs N 10 
with a 10% error. 

Table 7. Ns- L26 and Nbna ms estimated for the DELPHI detector at LEP using the K*-tagging 
(from [921). 

Good sign K(%) Wrong sign K(%) 
B! 20 
Background 5.4 

3 
9.4 

Table 8. Required number of z" to measw xs estimated for the DELPHI detector at LEP (from 
W1). 

XS 5 IO 15 
Nz(xlOneven&) 5 13 55 

Very similar conclusions have been reached in [941 in the context of the feasibility of 
x, measurements at a high luminosity LEP. As opposed to the study of Roudeau discussed 
above, which concentrates on the semileptonic decays of the B:/B:, the analysis of Defoix 
[94] makes use of both the semileptonic and non-leptonic decays of the B:/B:. In addition, 
B:/B: identification at time 6 = 0 is done both by tagging the B,, Bd meson in the recoil 
jet, and the associated K-B: and K+@ signal in the same jet, discussed above. The 
efficiencies of the two methods are found to be comparable, given the assumed K*-tagging 
capability, as shown in table 9. Also shown in this table are the number of tagged and 
flavour identified B:/B! events at LEP for an assumed 10' events. The overall B!/B:- 
detection efficiency has been estimated as - 1.2 x for the combined (semileptonic 
and non-leptonic) sample, and - 0.6 x for the semileptonic decays alone. The latter 
estimate is in agreement with the one due to Roudeau [92]. 
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The number of the Zo decays needed to measure xs,  assuming a certain resolution on 
the proper time At/TB, is shown as a function of x s  in figure 15. Also shown in this figure 
is the number of tagged Bt/BP mesons needed to measure xs,  at 99% CL and 26% purity 
(the quantity P defined above). For an assumed precision on the proper-time measurements, 
At/r ,  = 0.1, which is attainable at LEP, measurements of xs - IO would require 0(107) 
zo events. 

Number o f  well identified 
10s 1 and tagged Bo,, 

I 
I 

Integra1 
Method 

Eiyre 1.5. Estimates of the required number of '2% to measure xs  LEP. The asumed 
value of the proper-time resolulion iS indicared on the curves Also shown m estimates of the 
corresponding number of well identified and tagged 0: for the DELPHI detector (from [94]). 

7. Prospects for x, measurements at asymmetric B-factories 

In this section, we study the prospects for a time-dependent measurement of B0-Bo mixing 
in the decay of a resonance of the T series and concentrate on the decays of the 775s). This 
state, which has (J)" = (l)--, has been seen as a resonance in e+e- annihilation having a 
production cross section u(ete- -+ T(5S)) = 0.27 nb, mass M T ( ~ s )  = 10.865f0.008 GeV 
and width r(T(5S)) = 110 * 13 MeV [4]. It is widely believed that the T(5S) lies above 
the B:B: and BZ@* pair-production threshold, and perhaps also above that of the Bp'Bp" 
[loo, 1011. On the other hand, the states B: and B:* have not yet been seen directly, though 
their observation is probably imminent, in particular in LEP experiments. In the present 

"'0' . context, the issue of whether or not the state B: B IS available in the decays of T(5S) is 
a very important one. As shown earlier, since BP B, IS a C = - I  state, the modulation 
of its time evolution due to Bo-Bo mixing is markedly more pronounced than that of the 
even-charge conjugation states such as B:BP*. In a number of studies, which we review in 
this report, the assumption of a large branching ratio for the decay of the T(5S) into the 
BY@* state has been made. This is worth pointing out at the very outset, since, in the 

B - o * .  
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absence of this decay mode, the required luminosity for an xs measurement in a B-factory 
will be significantly higher than what is being presented. Hopefully, this issue will be 
settled in the ongoing experiments at CESR in favour of a significant branching ratio for 
the decay T(5S) + B:*BY. 

7.1. Time evolution of odd- and even-charge conjugation states in T(5S) decays 

As mentioned in the previous section, the beam spot in the asymmetric B-machine is too 
long to allow the measurements of the decay lengths of the two B mesons individually. 
Instead, the difference in the decay length of the two mesons projected along the beam 
direction, Sz = zl - ZZ. can be measured with an accuracy A(8z). The two decaying B 
mesons can be tagged in same-sign (BB) or opposite-sign (BB) events, using dileptons for 
example. The measurement of x, is derived from the event distributions with respect to 
Sz. However, since the B-mesons have a non-zero momentum in the T(5S) rest frame, the 
difference in length Sz cannot be identified directly with 61 = tl - 12. For the asymmetric 
machine, which has a boost factor B y  from the centre-of-mass to the laboratory frame, one 
has instead the relation [89] 

where pvn and ycm give the boost from the T(5S) frame to the B-meson frame, and 0 is the 
angle between the z direction and the B momentum in the T(5S) rest frame. In general, 
since the masses of the various B-meson species produced in Y(5S) decays are different, 
one should put a subscript on Bcm and ycm corresponding to each of them. The error in the 
first term is essentially determined by the resolution A&). For a given value of A(6z), a 
larger machine boost B y  reduces this error. The second term gives a systematic uncertainty 
in 61. The average value of this term is zero, and its standard deviation can be obtained 
from the average value of I cos6'l 

The average value (I cos 0 I) depends on the production process; it has been estimated that 
its value lies somewhere between 2 / a  and 112 [SS],  To minimize this error one needs a 
large value of the machine boost B and a small value of Bcm. 

To get the signal in the same-sign and opposite-sign dilepton states, one has to assume 
the decay branching ratio of the Y(5S) into (C = +1) and (C = -1) final states with definite 
flavours. There could be as many as nine different final states in the decays T(5S) + Bl&, 
including the 0- and 1- B mesons but not entertaining the possibility of additional pion 
production. Since estimating the branching ratio is a model-dependent enterprise and many 
parameters are needed, it is difficult to get a sharp profile of the oscillation patterns in the 
decays of T(5S). However, it is not essential to know all these branching ratios individually. 
The point is that, as far as the time-evolution of the final states is concerned, one needs 
only the charge-conjugation quantum number (C = + I  or -I), and the same-sign (BB) or 
opposite-sign (BB) nature of the final states. Following Le Diberder [102], we write this 
evolution as 
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where the normalization N,' depends on x, n and C, and is given by 
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N,' = 1 + n(1 -&)/(I + x ) ~ .  (93 )  

With the convention n = -l(+l) for the BB(BB) state, one has Nr,! = 0 and N I :  = 1 
for the BZB; final state. This implies that, concentrating on the same-sign states (BB and 
BB), only the following cross sections are needed to determine the range of xs that can be 
measured at an asymmetric B-factory: 

(i) N:i(xd): cross section for e+e- -+ Y(5S) -+ BZX (C = -1) 
(ii) N?:(xd): cross section for e+e- -+ T(5S) + BZX (C = +1) 
(iii) N:;(xs):  cross section for e+e- -+ Y(5S) + BtX (C = -1) 
(iv) N _ ~ : ( x , ) :  cross section for e+e- -+ T(5S) -+ BfX (C = +I) .  

The measurements of these four cross sections must precede xg measurements and should 
be the first order in priority after the masses for the B,-mesons have been determined. In 
addition to the above cross sections and xd (equation (33)), one needs to know A&), which 
depends on the vertex detector resolution, the Lorentz boost factor B y  (i.e. the choice of 
beam energies), and the B-meson boost parameters, (By)cm. Knowing (or assuming) these 
quantities, one could determine the needed luminosity for a given x, and the precision on 
this quantitity Ax,/x, .  In the rest of this section we show the results of Monte Carlo studies, 
taken from the KEK B-Physics Task Force report [87],  the CESR B-factory proposal [85],  
the SLAC asymmetric B-factory report [86] and the DESY asymmetric B-factory report 
[88], reflecting their assumptions about the cross sections, proper-time resolution, and the 
possible choices of the asymmetric beam energies to estimate the luminosity required for 
measuring x, with the error Ax,/x,. We also show the results of a semi-analytic analysis 
by Le Diberder [102]. 

7.2. The KEK simulation for the measurements of xs in T(5.S) decays 

The KEK study is based on an analysis of same-sign dilepton events, assuming an integrated 
luminosity of 10 fb-', corresponding to N = 2 . 7 ~  lo6 T(5S) events, and a vertex resolution 

N 73 pm. For this study two choices of the asymmetric beam energies have been 
made (2.5 x 11.8 and 3.7 x 8.0 GeV). Moreover, it was determined that the background 
to the same-sign dilepton state from the e+e- continuum is negligible and about 10% from 
the secondary decays B -+ D -+ e ,  if the lepton energy is taken to be in excess of 1.5 GeV 
in the T(5S) rest frame. In view of this, only the four final states discussed above were 
generated. The branching ratios for the decays of Y(5S) in the required final states were 
taken from [loll. This then leads to the theoretical distribution 

f(8t) = 0.28 f:$(xd, st) + 0 . 2 2 f e z ( X d ,  8 t )  + 0.47 foz(xs, st )  + 0.03f$:(x,, 6 t ) .  (94) 

The functions defined as f$:(xi, 8t) and f$; (x i ,  8t) in the KEK study are related to the 
functions FF==-:', defined earlier, after the required integration. The simulated 6 t  distribution 
has been fitted to a function which was obtained by convoluting the f(8t) distribution with 
an assumed resolution function for the vertex measurements. To take into account the non- 
Gaussian tail of the vertex resolution, two Gaussian functions with different widths were 
used: 
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A maximum likelihood analysis was then made of the above function with xs as a free 
parameter, taken to be x, = 2,3,4,6,8.  The result of this fitting procedure is shown in 
figure 16, where the performance of the x s  measurements for the two assumed hem energy 
options is shown. In this figure, the x, value from the fit is plotted against the input xs value 
in the event generator and the errors shown correspond to 90% a. It can be seen that, given 
the parameters of the KEK study, x, can be determined up to - 3 4  for the (3.7 x 8.0) GeV 
option, and up to - 6 7  for the more asymmetric beam choice (2.5 x 11 .8) GeV. We 
remark that the first of the accessible x s  values in the KEK study is close to the lower 
bound obtained by the presently available time integrated measurements, from which one 
obtains X,/Xd > 5 at 90% CL, giving x, > 3.4 for Xd = 0.67 [43]. However, as discussed 
earlier, this lower bound on xs is not model independent. With the increase in the LEP 
luminosity, and making use of the flavour correlation due to the production and decays of 
the B:/E: mesons discussed in the previous section, one expects that LEP experiments can 
determine the time-integrated measure xs in a much less model-dependent way. This would 
allow a sensitivity up to about xg = 4. With 0(107) Zo decays, expected to be accumulated 
in the not too distant future, the experiments at LEP are well poised to reach the x s  values 
in the higher x s  accessible range in the KEK study. In order to gain sensitivity for larger 
values of xs,  one will have to improve the vertex detector resolution, as well as aim for a 
much higher integrated luminosity. This is quantified below based on the simulations of 
the DESY and SLAC groups and the analysis in [lOZ]. 

3.7 x 8 GeV 2.5 x 11.8 CeV 

x, (generated) 

Figure 16. The relalion between the input xs  value in the event genentor and the xa value 
obtained from fhe fit in the KEK study far an asymmetric B-factory at Y(5S). The 3ssumed 
beam energies are indicated and other parmeters are discussed in the text (from [871). 

7.3. The Come11 simulation for the measurements of xs in T(5S) decays 
The Cornell Monte Carlo study in the context of an asymmetric B-factory 1851 follows 
closely the analysis reported above for the KEK case, in which the distribution in 6z using 
dileptons was simulated. Based on an earlier CUSB study [1011, the following branching 
ratios were assumed: 

B R ( T ( 5 S )  -+ B,X(C = -1)) = 31% 

BR(T(5S) + BdX(C = -1)) 18% (96) 

E R ( T ( 5 S )  + B,X(C = +1)) = B R ( T ( 5 S )  + B&(C = +1)) = 17%. 
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A b cross section of 0.27 nb, an (e+p) semileptonic branching ratio of 20%, an acceptance 
of 22%, and xd = 0.7 were used to construct the time evolution of like-sign dileptons. 
The  p$ cutoff was taken to be  1.4 CieV to remove the b c + E* + X secondaries. 
The resulting distribution was convoluted with an (assumed) Gaussian function with a time 
width corresponding to 80 Km in Sz, for a (3.7 x 8.0) GeV collider. The 80 p m  was the 
resolution obtained from an analysis in which the response of a detector with 2 cm radius 
beam pipe was simulated. To convert this function into a histogram for fitting, the bin 
width was taken to be one-fourth of the resolution and an additional smearing randomized 
the bin heights according to the Poisson error of the central value for that bin. This led 
to the conclusion that the maximum x ,  obtainable with these parameters and an integrated 
luminosity of 30 fb-' is around x8- = 5-6, in line with the KEK study conclusions. The 
same-sign dilepton plots for xs = 5 from this study, assuming a resolution of 6z = 80 g m  
and Sz = 20 p m  (corresponding to a perfect spatial resolution detector) are shown in 
figure 17. It has been argued that, in order to be sensitive to values up to xs = 10, one 
needs [85] 

A Ali and D London 

giving an approximate relationship between the boost and the spatial resolution needed 
to measure x 8  = 10 with a 40 precision. Using &i& = 10 GeV gives ,B = 0.54 and 
By = 0.64, which implies a resolution of 32 p m  on 62. For a more realistic resolution, 
one would have to have an asymmetric B-factoly with = 14 GeV. 

INPUT 
30f b -' 31% bs. 18% bd I Cs-1 I 

17% br*bd  I C= *11 
F i t  out 

30 fb-' 31%bs, 18% bd I C = -1 
17% bs + bd I C z  + I  1 

XI': C.B.,' 
~ ' ~ 1 9 . 6  for22 dot 

MO 

1000 

--.. 
200 

....... ..+. 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

I t , - t *  I / T  It, - t2  I / T  

Figure 17. Like-sign lepton time evolution (B, plus bnckground). (a) Time evolution for 
mixlure of B1 and Bd slates assumed in the Cornell sNdy with xs = 5 and smeared with a 
Gaussim error of A(&) = 20 gm, Points ace simulnled data corresponding to a luminosity of 
30 W' ,  and the full curve is a fit to the data. (b) Same as (a) but for A(&) = 80 p m  (from 
L851). 
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7.4. The SLAC analysis for the measurements of xs in T(5S) decays 

The final state used in the SLAC analysis for x, measurements at an asymmetric B-factory is 
again inclusive dileptons, with emphasis on the same-sign events, resulting from the decay 
of the T(5S) into C = -1 B:B: and B:*g:* states, mixing, and subsequent semileptonic 
decays. The decay rates of all the B mesons are assumed to have the same value, giving a 
lifetime 1.1 ps. The efficiency and semileptonic branching ratios assumed dictate that about 
1% of the Y(5S) decays will be available for further analysis. The branching ratios of the 
T(5S) decays into the various neutral BB states assumed in the SLAC analysis are given 
in table 10, where the branching ratios in the charged BiB; states have been taken to be 
equal to their B!B! counterparts. 

Table 10. Assumed branching fraction of Y(5S) to neutral B-pairs for the SLAC asymmetric 
B-factory study. 

Decav Fraction Mixine C oaritv 

Having fixed the branching ratios, the SLAC study aimed at determining the maximum 
value of xg measurable, x:", assuming a definite luminosity on the Y(5S) resonance for 
a given accuracy on the vertex resolution A(Gz)/{Sz). Seven values were chosen in their 
study: 0.667, 0.444, 0.333, 0.750, 0.182, 0.143, and 0.125. The assumed resolutions 
can be converted as requirements on the Lorentz boost factors B y  (i.e. beam energies) 
and the vertex resolution. For example, to achieve A(Sz)/(Sz) = 0.125, a high boost 
machine (2.2 x 12.5) GeV and a vertex resolution of 40 p m  are needed. In the analysis, 
no Monte Carlo simulation was undertaken. Instead, the expected theoretical distributions 
were smeared with a Gaussian having a definite resolution and the background was assumed 
to be exponentially distributed in time. The resulting estimates of x:" as a function of 
Sz/A(Sz) for an assumed luminosity 3 fb-' are shown in figure 18, and for an integrated 
luminosity of 30 fb-' in figure 19. The figures also show a least-squares fit to a straight 
line. The fitted functions for x,"" and their xZ for five degrees of freedom were determined 
to be [86]: 

xz = 2.8 (SZ) 
A&.) 

(SZ) 
W z )  

L . = 3 f I - ' :  x:" = 0.06 + 2.29- 

L = 30 fb-' : x:= = 0.08 + 3.00- xz = 3.3. (98) 

This gives a linear dependence of x:" on (Sz)/A(Sz). Increasing the luminosity increases 
the slope of the relation between these two quantities but the intercept is almost independent 
of this. The origin of the constant term can be traced back to the systematic error discussed 
earlier. 
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Y e 

Figure IS. The maximum value of xr wchable in 
the SLAC study as a function of the vertex resolution 
pxameter, (dz)/A(az). The ermr bars correspond 
to an assumed integrated luminosity of 3 fl-', and 
the straight line corresponds to the minimum x1 fit 
described in the text (from 1861). 

Figure 19. Same as figure 18 but for an assumed 
30 f l - '  integrated luminosity (fmm [%I). 

7.5. The DESY simulation for the measurements of x, in T(5.S) decays 

The simulation for the accessibility of x, at the DESY asymmetric B-factory proposal is also 
based on an analysis of same-sign dilepton events in the decay T(5S) -P BOBo + t*t*X. 
However, in this study a broader range of the beam energy options (and hence B y  values) 
has been entertained, namely B y  = 0.6,0.8. 1.0 and 1.2. For a given value of the By .  one 
can determine the two beam energies, Elow and Ehigh. from the following formulae: 

where M = M(T(5S)) = 10.860 GeV. With the assumed values of B y ,  the energies 
Elow and Ehigh are given in table 11. The masses for the B: and Bt* were taken to be 
m(B'$ = 5.377 GeV and m(B:*) = 5.427 GeV. The branching ratios for the decays of 
the T(5S) to pairs of neutral B mesons were taken from Byers and Huang [IOO]. The 
relative rates for the neutral B mesons are given in table 12. The absolute branching 
ratios were obtained by using the value BR(T(5S) -P B:R) = 0.15. Moreover, a 
100% branching ratio for the decay B: --f B, + y and a semileptonic branching ratio 
BR(B! + !*X) = 0.12 were assumed. The resolution in the distance on the z-axis was 
determined to be A(&) = 70 Km, using the intercept of one lepton track on the z-axis. 
This resolution was found to be considerably improved if an angular acceptance cut on 
each lepton in the range 30" c 6' < 150" was applied, yielding A(&) = 38 pm. This is 
approximately a factor of two better than the resolution assumed in the KEK and Cornel1 
studies. In addition, three data sets with integrated luminosities of 5, 20, and 200 f b - I  were 
assumed to estimate the accessible x,"". 

The xs analysis for the DESY proposal follows very similar lines to those described 
earlier for the KEK study, except that the theoretical distribution f (8t)  in the DESY study 
has been convoluted with a single Gaussian with the width A(8t)/rB = 0.1. This will not 
reproduce the non-Gaussian width of the 6t resolution; however, except for very large x g  
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Table 11. Assumed values of 
DESY (from [881). 

BY Elou Ehgh 

0.6 3.074 9.590 
0.8 2.610 11.298 
1.0 2.249 13.109 
1.2 1.966 14.998 

1107 

and beam energies for the asymmetric %factory study at 

Table 12. Assumed branching fraction of 73s) to neutral B-pairs for the DESY asymmetric 
B-factory study. 

Decay Fmction Mixing Cparity 

Bye:* 0.436 xd 1 
B!*B!* 0.292 xs  1 
Bge!* 0.179 xd +I 
B!@' 0.078 xp +I  
B:B: 0.013 xd 1 
E!Bf 0.002 xs I 

values, it should not overly compromise the accuracy of the calculations. With a luminosity 
of 20 fb-', one expects 5.4 x lo6 T(5S) decays, which, with the assumed decay branching 
ratios and acceptance, have been estimated to lead to - 5000 dilepton events from the 
B:B: decays. An analysis of the same-sign dilepton data sample for By = 1.0, x, = 15 
and 20 fl-' integrated luminosity is shown in figure 20, together with the background. The 
fit result giving x, = 14.91 2~ 1.55 is also shown, in agreement with the input value. The 
DESY study is more optimistic than the one by the KEK group, where the value xs = 6 
was found to be at the border of measurability. The reason for this markedly improved 
performance anticipated in the DESY analysis lies in a product of assumed improvements, 
namely in the vertex resolution, a larger By value implying a more asymmetric machine, 
and a data sample based on 20 fb-' compared with 10 fb-I, used in the KEK analysis. 

xmax N/0.05 S 
250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

L - 2M Ib.1 

20 

0 0 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 0 5 10 15 20 

At/T I/&t/?.) 

Figure 20. Sr/rs distribution of same-sign leptons for 
xs = 15 and a data set of 20 fb" from Y(5S) decays in 
an asymmelric B-factory. The full c w e  represents the 
fit result. whereas the broken curve is the background 
not coming from b!-B! mixing (from [88]). 

Figure 21. Maximum reachable value of x, at three 
standard deviation statistical acculllcy as a function of 
the inverse proper-time resolution at an asymmetric 
B-factory. The assumed values of the integrated 
luminosity at the T(5S) are indicated (from [881). 
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In the DESY simulation to determine x,-, the luminosity of the machine, the resolution 
of the vertex detector, and the beam energies (By) were varied. The three assumed values 
for the luminosity and the B y  factor have already been given above. The criterion of 
measurability was set at the 3a level, and this was used to determine xIrolu by the x 2  fit. 
As in the SLAC study, the maximum reachable x, followed a straight line when plotted 
as a function of the resolution A(St)/r,, with other parameters fixed. This is shown 
in figure 21 for the three set of assumed luminosities. This states that, with a data set 
of 20 fb-', a resolution of A(8z) = 40 fim, and a boost of By = 1.0, one can reach 
an xs value as high as 20 at 3a level, From this figure one can work out a relation 
between the integrated luminosity and resolution for a fixed value of x,. The resulting 
distributions for xs = 10.15,20,25 are shown in figure 22. This figure underlines the 
importance of improving the resolution in reaching out for large xs values. Finally, the 
spatial resolution A(Sz) was found not to change significantly for the four assumed values 
of B y  = 0.6,0.8, 1.0, 1.2. Hence, the resolution A ( ~ ~ ) / T B  decreases as the inverse of B y .  
Putting all these factors together one arrives at figure 23, where the relative luminosity 
needed to measure x, = 15 at 30 as a function of the boost factor B y  is shown. 

l/o(At/~) L/L@y=1.0) 
500.0 

.............................. 4 ............._,... 

0 0.1 
1 5 10 50 100 500 0.6 0.8 1.0 1 .a 

L(fb-') BY 

Figure 22. Inverse proper-lime resolution as a function 
of the integrated luminosity for the indicated values of 
x?" reachable in an asymmetric B-factory at the T(5S) 
(from 1881). 

Ffgure 2% RelVive luminosity needed to measure 
x, = 15 wilh three standxd deviation accumcy as a 
function ofthe bwst By for an asymmetric E-factory at 
the Y(S.5). The luminosily for By = 1.0 is normalized 
10 I (from 1881). 

The role of the proper-time resolution, and hence the luminosity requirements, in 
determining Ax, has also been quantified by Le Diberder 11021. FM a good vertex resolution 
A(St)/rB (say, A ( ~ ~ ) / T B  < 0.2) and the presently allowed x, values, his approach gives 
the following behaviour for the x, resolution 

In the intermediate range, 0.2 < A(&)/TB < 0.3, Axs has the form Axs - exp(A(St)/sBx,). 
In any case, the product ( A ( S t ) / r ~ ) x ~  determines the xI resolution, as also discussed in the 
previous section. The correlation between Ax, and A(St)/rB in this study is rather close 
to those in the SLAC and DESY studies. Because of the indicated dependence of Ax, 
on A(8f)/TB and x s ,  the Ax, dependence on xs more or less mimics the dependence of 
A(Sr)/rB. 
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For an experimental setup geared to the goal of an xg measurement in Y(5S) decays, 
it is preferable to have a larger asymmetry in the beam energies, El,,, and Ehigh. This 
large asymmetry in the beam energies is not required for an Y(4S) machine, built with 
the principal focus on CP violation measurements. In particular, it has been shown in a 
detector Monte Carlo simulation by the SLAC p u p  [86] that the precision with which one 
can measure CP violation in the B d  system, exemplified by the precision on the phase angle 
sin28, does not vwy significantly for boosts in the range b y  = 0.43 and by = 1.0, with a 
beampipe radius in the range of 1 to 2 cm. So, as far as CP violation studies at the Y(4S) 
are concemed, there is no overriding interest in having very asymmetric beams. Whether 
the requirements of CP violation and xs measurements represent two distinct new machines 
or whether it will be possible to compensate a smaller value for the B y  factor at Y(5S) by 
significantly improving the vertex resolution, and hence be within the desired range of the 
B y  values for the Y(4S) machine, is an important issue in this field. It deserves further 
research and development work. 

We conclude this section by reiterating the conclusions of all of the above studies, put 
succinctly in the DESY proposal: Only a high boost value (by 2 1.0) and good vertex 
resolution (A(&) < 40 p m )  can guarantee significant measurements, if& is large [881. 

8. Prospects for xs measurements in ep collisions at HERA 

8.1. Charm and bottom physics a! HERA 

The charm and bottom quark cross sections at the ep collider H E M  have been estimated 
to be 0(1 pb) and O(lOnb), respectively. With an integrated luminosity of - 100 pb-' per 
year, one would have 0(106) ep + bbX and O( IO8) ep + cEX events. This puts the bottom 
cross section at HERA comparable with the corresponding cross section at the Zo peak at 
LEP and SLC. The cham cross section at HERA is, however, a factor of - 200 higher 
than at LEp/SLC. This provides both an opportunity to undertake precision charm physics 
at HERA, as well as a substantially more difficult background to deal with in precision 
studies of bottom physics. 

A few remarks about the heavyquark event topology at HERA are in order. We note 
that the cross sections for charm- and bottom-quark production at HERA are dominated 
by the NC process yg + QQ at Qz = 0 (real photoproduction). As a consequence the 
scattered electron in ep -+ eQQX is usually lost in the beam pipe. It is not too difficult 
to imagine that the most energetic heavy hadrons are in the proton direction (OQ = IT 
(Q = e, b))  due to the obviously larger Lorentz boost in this direction. However, there is 
also a (less enhanced) peak near Op = 0, i.e. when the heavy hadron is close to the electron 
beam direction. The simulated energy-angle profiles of the bottom hadron, the decay lepton 
from the semileptonic process b + &-ut, and the kaon from both the semileptonic and 
non-leptonic decays at E R A  are shown in figure 24. In order to illustrate the effect of 
losses through the beam pipe, we also show the energy distributions with a beam pipe cut of 
100 mrad. The resulting energy distributions are shown as shaded areas in figure 24. Note 
that the effect of the beam pipe cut is rather drastic on the energetic hadrons and leptons. 
We emphasize, in particular, the energetic nature of the bottom hadrons in figure 24, which 
shows that measurable cross sections at HERA are expected for the bottom hadrons having 
Lorentz boosts up to by = IO. Consequently, with a good vertex detector of the type being 
installed at the two HEM experiments, H1 and ZEUS, one can make use of the long decay 
lengths of the B hadrons. 
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Fwre 24. Energy and pol= angle distributions for B mesons. the decay kaons and leptons 
produced in the process ep + biX and subsequent decays of lhe bmnn hadrons, calculated at 
HERA with fi  = 314 GeV. The energy disbibulions resulting affer imposinl! a beam D i r e  cut 
of 1W mrad are represented by the shaded areas (from [1061). 

82. The dileptonfrnal states in ep collisions at HERA 

It has been shown in a number of Monte Carlo studies for HERA physics [ 103-1051 that, 
by demanding a charged lepton in the final state (other than the scattered electron from the 
NC processes in ep collisions) and/or secondary vertices, the background from the usual 
DIS processes involving light quarks, ep -+ qQX, can be very much reduced. However, 
since the charm cmss section is approximately 100 times larger than the bottom cross 
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section at mRA, this background will survive the charged lepton and/or secondary vertices 
requirements. The dilepton final state is of interest for measuring both xs and x, through 
the time-dependent yield of dileptons, Because of this we also concentrate on the inclusive 
dilepton final state at HEM 

ep -+ e+ QQ X 
v 
+ l*tTX, l * l * X  (Q = c, b, t; l = e, @) (101) 

which formally has three leptons, but will be measured as a dilepton final state since the 
scattered e will be lost In most of the cases. In figure 25, we plot the cross sections at 
H E M  for the dilepton events from the charm and bottom quarks as well as from the NC 
(light quarks) and cc processes, and w i g  -+ Cs.? + E-X. In fact, what is shown is 
u(p$ > p?') where the cut-off py' refers to the pT of the hardest lepton. It can be easily 
Seen that the dominant background for the NC (light quarks) is already below the cE cross 
section for p?' 0.4 GeV and it falls below the b6 cross seaion for p?' 0.8 GeV. The 
bb/cE crossover occurs at around p?: = 1.,2 GeV. We remark that, even with a saingent 
cut-off p+"' = 3 Gev, one expects an inclusive dilepton sample of - 1 .s x 104 events (with 
bb/c? approximately in the ratio 21). Though this number will definitely be decreased by 
the hardware cut on the second lepton, we expect that it will still leave a sizeable number of 
dilepton events. Thus, for example, for p: 3 3 GeV, p: 2 1 GeV, one has - 10 pb and - 30 pb for the dilepton cross section from charm and bottom, respectively. This would 
give about - 1000 dileptons from the cE and - 3000 dileptons from the bb sample for an 
integrated luminosity of 100 pb-'. The inclusive dilepton sample can be enriched in the 
prompt leptons (b -+ clue) from the bb production and decays by imposing an stringent 
cut-off p+"' on both leptons, the choice of which will be determined by the experimental 
conditions. 

Figure 25. Infegrated cross section for lix prwess 
ep + (e, %)e tX as a function of a cut on the PI 
of the w a n d  hardest lepton for the neutral current 
processes ep + bbX and ep -+ CEX light qua.rk + 
gluon and the charged-current (cc) pmcesses at HERA, 
with q5 = 314 GeV. The beam pipe WI is 100 mad 
(from [IMl). 

k t  us make a score card for the dileptons passing the above cuts at HERA. With the 
stated cuts this number is estimated to be - 4000 for an integrated luminosity of 100 pb-'. 
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With the present world average of the mixing parameter: ,y = 0.148 zk 0.018, we expect 
that a fraction 2x(1 -,y) Y 0.25 of the dileptons from the ep + bbX sample will consist of 
same-sign dileptons. This would then yield 750t*t*X and 225Ot+l-X events per 100 pb-' 
luminosity. We estimate that roughly half of the same-sign dileptons will be due to B:-@ 
mixing and the other half due to B$B; mixing. On the other hand, the - (IOOO) dileptons 
from the process ep -+ cEX surviving the cuts are expected to be all of the opposite- 
sign variety. These can be efficiently discriminated against by using the isolation criterion 
discussed in [ 1061, for example, resulting in a b-enriched opposite-sign dilepton data sample. 
This should allow an independent measurement of the time-integrated measure x at HERA. 
It has been estimated in [lo61 that, for a ZWpb-' data sample at HEM, it should be 
possible to measure ,y with an accuracy Ax/x = 0.07. which compares favourably with 
the present measurements, x = 0.148 & 0.018. However, the theoretical uncertainty on xs 
is bigger since, as we have pointed out earlier, the ratio R(k k / + -) is a measure of 
,y = Paxd + Ps,ys. Extracting ,ys from a measurement of x requires the values of Pd and Ps. 
The uncertainty on Ps is at least 25%. So, the error on ,ys will be dominated by theoretical 
uncertainty on pS. 

8.3. Time-dependent measurements of B0-B0 mixing at HERA 
The oscillation lengths due to B:-B: and BgB; mixings can be obtained by convoluting 
the timedependent mixing probabilities defined earlier with the energy distribution of 
the B-hadrons. These were calculated in [IO61 for the process ep + ebbX using the 
Monte Carlo programme AROMA I1041 at ,h = 314 GeV. The decay length distributions 
du(ep -P eb6X -+ B,X)/dl are shown in figure 26 for (B! + B:, x, = 10.0). and in 
figure 27 for (B: + Bi, x, = 10.0). They have been obtained by fixing the flavour of 
the other 6-quark in the Monte Carlo event generator. This can be done in an experiment, 
for example, by demanding b -+ 1+X in the jet recoiling against the B hadron whose track 
lengths are being measured. The oscillation lengths are obtained by projecting out the B 
hadrons in the assumed energy bins indicated on the figures. This projection is essential, 
since otherwise the oscillations (which depend linearly on E s )  will be smeared by the E8 
distributions and will not be discemible. It should be stated here that the cross sections 
shown in figures 28 and 29 do not take any tagging efficiencies into account. 

We note that, as far as the 'right-sign' distributions du(ep -+ BX)/dl with B + B are 
concemed, all of them, with the exception of the B, -+ B, case, are almost exponential in 
the visible cross section region. Thus, one could parametrize the background in the limit 
case x = 0 and subtract it  from the inclusive distribution da(ep -+ BX)/dl for the 'right- 
sign' transition B + B. The resulting signals showing clear oscillations for the B, + Br 
case are given in figure 28 for xs = 10. It is shown in figure 29 that these oscillations are not 
washed out if one convolutes the decay length distribution with a vertex detector resolution 
of, say, uv - 100 pm, and furthermore takes into account the beam pipe acceptance cut 
of 100 mad. Similar oscillation pattems can be calculated for the 'wrong-sign meson' 
B: -+ B:, 

The Monte Carlo studies shown in figures 26-29 give a fairly descriptive picture of a 
possible strategy for measuring xE at HEM. The problems in x, measurements at HEM 
are very similar to the ones encountered in the corresponding analysis at LEP. It is difficult 
at present to assess the accessible x:" at HERA as a function of  the luminosity, since, 
as argued in the preceding sections, this depends very sensitively on the resolution in the 
proper time, At/rB. This, in tum, cannot be ascertained unless one has a reliable estimator 
of the B-meson energy, for which a detailed detector-based Monte Carlo study is needed. If 
one insists on a complete reconstruction of a B, meson, then one needs a prohibitively large 

A Ali and D London 
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Figure 26. A Monte Carlo study of lhe decay length dishibutions, dujdl, for the 'right-sign B: 
meson' (B! + BY) a: HERA with x, = 10. The assumed B, energy bins are indicated on the 
figum. Note that the B, rasging eifidency is not included in the estimates of the cross sections 
(from 11061). 

B hadron sample. Again, very likely, the b-quarks produced in the process ep -+ bgX at 
HERA will show up most of the time as jets, and the b-jet axis can be used as a good measure 
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Figure 21. Same as figure 26 but for the 'wrong-sign E! meson'. B: -+ B! (from [1061). 

of the B hadron direction. One may use the azimuthal angular dishibution to separate the b- 
and 6-jets. Assuming that the Ds meson could be reconstructed with a reasonable efficiency, 
one could tag on events satisfying a certain cut on the visible B-mass, from the charged 
lepton and the D, decay products. Judging from similar efforts in the context of LEP, we 
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Figure 28. A Monte Carlo sludy of the B m a n  decay length distributions, dafdl, for the 
'right-sign 6: meson' (B! -f B:) at HERA with x, = 10, aller submting an eXpnenIhJ 
background. The assumed B, energy bins are indicated on the figures. Note that the B, ta@Ig 
efficiency is not included in the estimates of the cross Sections (from [1061). 

expect that, at the end of the day, one would come up with luminosity estimates at HERA 
very similar to those at LEP, namely that one would need 0(1@) dilepton events to measure 
x, with 10% accuracy if xs < 10. This may require an integrated luminosity - 0(1 fi-') 
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at HERA, vertex detectors having a g o d  resolution, and a good detection efficiency for the 
D, mesons to efficiently tag on the B, meson. In our opinion, measuring .rs at HEM in 
the ep mode is a long-term goal! 

However, one could attempt a fixed target experiment with the incident (SOCrl000 GeV) 
proton beam at HERA. In this mode, getting to an integrated luminosity of 0(1 fb-') will 
be faster; furthermore the cross section/nucleon o(p + A + BX) is expected to be a factor 
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O(3-5) larger, depending on the proton beam energy, than the corresponding cross section 
a (e+p  --f BX). We understand that such a fixed target study with the HERA proton beams 
is being contemplated at DESY [107]. 

9. Prospects for xs measurements in pp(p) collisions 

Proton-antiproton collisions at the CERN SPPS and the Fermilab Tevatron colliders have 
tumed out to be very copious sources of B hadrons, with cross sections u ( p i  + BBX) 
measured at around (1&20) and (50-100) Nb, respectively. The large cross sections have 
enabled the determination of the time-integrated mixing parameter x [79,80], as already 
discussed in a preceding section. Since the CERN pjj collider programme has been phased 
out, the only remaining possibility for doing B-physics with the currently available proton 
beams is at the Tevatron collider. However, as far as the measurement of xs is concerned, the 
present experimental facilities at the Tevatron are not adequate. We note that a fixed-target 
B-physics proposal using the H E M  proton beam ( E p  = (SO@-lo00) GeV) on a thin-tungsten 
target is in the offing [ 1071. In the future, both the large hadron collider (LHC) at CERN and 
the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) in Texas will be very promising environments 
for doing precision B-physics due to the very large b6 cross sections. There exists an 
expression of interest for a bottom collider detector at the SSC [lo81 and a proposal to do 
research and development for collider beauty physics at the LHC [lo91 (see also [llO]). 
Likewise, a number of proposals for doing fixed target B-physics experiments using the 
LHC Carboni and the SSC proton beams [llZ. 1131 are at hand. The primary interest of 
these experiments lies in studying CP violation in B decays. However, along the way one 
could also measure rare B decays and xs ,  both of which constrain the CKM parameters and 
the unitarity triangle. In measuring x,, as well as CP violation, it is imperative to have 
a micro-vertex detector to be able to discriminate between the primary (production) and 
secondary (decay) vertices. In addition, good lepton (electron and muon) identification, 
particle identification (for example, using RICH counters), and magnetic fields for charged- 
track analysis are all essential for B flavour-tagging. We shall assume that all the dedicated 
B experiments will have these capabilities and review the salient features of some proposals 
for measuring xs with proton beams. 

9.1. B hadron production cross section in hadron machines 

The inclusive cross section pp --f b + X as a function of the beam energy for the collider 
mode, and the cross section for p + W --f B + X in the fixed-target mode using a tungsten 
target w ( A  = 184), estimated using the PYTHIA 5.3 Monte Carlo [ 1141, are shown in 
figure 30. The fixed-target cross section has been calculated using a linear dependence on 
A .  It is well appreciated that the heavy flavour hadro-production cross sections, in particular 
for charm and bottom hadrons, depend rather sensitively on the input gluon distribution, 
particularly the small-x behaviour. Since the gluon density is not known in this region, 
one has a substantial uncertainty in the rates. Also, due to the resummed higher-order QCD 
effects [115-1171, the cross sections increase at higher energies, compared to the fixed-order 
perturbative QCD estimates. This can be seen in figure 31 due to Collins and Ellis, where the 
B hadron production cross section is calculated as a function of the CM energy, assuming 
an input gluon density with a small-n behaviour G(x) a I/x. The three curves refer to the 
lowest-order, next-to-leading order, and resummed QCD calculations. Using the resummed 
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cross section, one gets 

o(pp + b6X) N 400 pb 

u(pp + b6X) N loo0 pb 

(LHC(& = 16 TeV)) 

(SSC(& = 40 Tev)). 

Typical cross sections per nucleon for the fixed-target mode are: 

a(pp + b6X) N 20 nb 

o(pp --t b6X) = 1 pb  

o(pp -+ biX) N 3 @b 

(HERA(E, = 1 TeV)) 

(LHC(E, = 8 TeV)) 

(SSC(Ep = 20 TeV)). 

PHYTHIA 5.3 

1 I O  
pBcllm lTeV <-'I 

100 nb 
0.1 

Figure 30. The cmss section pp + B + X as a function of the team energy for the collider 
mode (upper curve) and p + W -t B + X. in Ihe lixed-large1 mode, calculated using the P m  
Monte Carlo. 

There is at least a factor two uncertainty in these cross sections. In what follows, we 
show some representative estimates concerning B production and detection at these colliders. 
The characteristic features of beauty production at the LHC in the fixed-target mode (for 
the external beam option with a 5 mm W-target, as well as the 2 mm Hz jet target option) 
and the collider mode are given in table 13. These estimates yield NBB/year = 0(1-4) 
x 10" with the indicated luminosities for the LHC. Under similar operating conditions, the 
yield at the SSC is expected to be a factor of 3 higher, due to larger cross sections. The 
corresponding yield at HEM (fixed-target mode) is estimated to be Ne~/year = O(3 x IO9) 
[1071. So, there will be plenty of B hadrons at all these facilities to undertake measurements 
concerning CP violation, rare B decays and xs. 

92. Simulation of x, measuremenfs in hadron machines 

The issues concerning x, measurements at hadron machines are very similar to those which 
we discussed in the context of time-dependent measurements at LEP, with the obvious 
differences in the trigger rates, efficiencies and background. Recapitulating, the ability to 
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Figure 31. The B-production ems section in pp@-collisions using a I/x input gluon distribution 
as a function of the CM energy, 6. The three CUN- “2, ol and 0, correspond to the cross 
sections calculated with rhe lowest-order approximation, with the O(a2) approximation, and 
with the full resummation. respectively (from [1161). 

Table 13. Characteristic feamres of dedicated B-physics experiments at the LHC in the fined 
m e t  mode (using an exvaCIed beam and gas j e l  target) and in the mllider mode (from [Ill]). 

8 TeV 8 TeV 16 TeV 
Ext beam let target Collider mode 
2 < 8 < 7 5 m r a d  2 < 8 < 7 5 n u a d  2 ~ 8 < 6 0 0 d  

dBB) (fib) = I  2 1  L- 200 
~ ( ~ - 2  I 1033 2 1033 2 1031 

(“C:i.p) 0.15 1.5 0.02 
N(BB)lyear 1 x 10’0 2 x 1010 4 x lOl0 
( B v )  29 29 11 

Rimary vertex 11.4 mm 10.6 mm 175 mm 

(5 mm w) (2 mm H2) 

BB/MBias I/IWOO 1/5owo 11500 

measure x, depends essentially on three parameters: the resolution on the proper time, 
characterized by the dilution parameter D defined in equation (82), the B. tagging quality, 
defined by the parameter A in equation (84). and the effective branching ratio in a specific 
non-charge conjugate B, decay mode. As far as B flavour-tagging at the instant of production 
is concerned, in the collider mode at the LHC and SSC perhaps only the charged leptons 
from the semileptonic decays, B + X&+Q and the decay kaons K* are useful. Since one 
has to make sure that the lepton is not a misidentified hadron or a decay product of the 
much more abundant charmed hadron, additional constraints (in terms of secondary vertex 
requirement and p:) have to be imposed. The typical trigger efficiency using charged 
leptons is estimated as 0.03 [ 108.1181. Using the secondary (decay) charged kaons, this 
efficiency can probably be doubled. At lower collider energies and for the fixed target mode, 
since the CM energy is relatively small, one could also use the K* tags from the primary 
vertex, as discussed earlier. It has been estimated in [ I  191 that at CERN SPPS energy with 
& = 630 GeV, the tagging with K* is expected to be much more efficient, given good 
K* identification, than tagging with charged leptons alone. A detailed Monte Carlo study 
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based on the detector characteristics has to be performed to determine the overall trigger 
efficiency. 

As far as complete reconstruction of the B, is concerned, the decay mode which 
would ideally present itself is the channel B, + J/$ + 6, whose SU(3) analogues 
(Bd, B.) + J/$(K*'. K*t) have been measured [43] and could be used for calibrating 
the expected branching ratio. We hope that this and many more decay modes of the 
B, will be measured at LEP and HEM,  and, of course, at the future proton machines. 
However, as repeatedly emphasized above, the charge-conjugate J/$q5 mode is ill suited 
for measuring B: B: mixing. The decay mode studied in the present context for the LHC 
collider study is B, + D:atx+x-, D; -+ Ds + y with the D, conshucted through its 
decay modes D: + K+K-x*, K+K-(3n)*, K'K*. The detection efficiency as well as the 
signal to background ratio depends rather sensitively on the resolution of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. With the optimistic choice of the calorimetric resolution A E / E  = 0.5%/f l ,  
a reconstruction efficiency of I x for a completely reconstmcted BS& event has been 
estimated in [ I  IO], yielding 4 x 105 reconstructed B,/& events. In the BCD estimates 
[lOS], the decay modes B, + D;rr+, D,-rr+x-n-, BOK*' have been used to estimate the 
number of tagged B, and B, mesons. Recently, a number of two-body B, decays have been 
estimated using the l/Nc approximation of the QcD-improved effective Hamiltonian and 
the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel model in [120]. We draw attention to the CKM-suppressed decay 
modes Bs + K*+p- and B, + K*'J/$, which can be usefully employed to increase the B, 
tagging efficiency. The estimated branching ratios are 3 x IOm5 and 1.3 x IOm4, respectively. 

The role of the mis-tagging parameter A,  in particular the inverse quadratic dependence 
of the required number of reconstructed B, and B, mesons, N(BB) 0: A-a, has already 
been noted in an earlier section. The parameter A has been estimated as A = 0.6 in the 
SSC and LHC collider B-studies [108, I IO]. Thus, taking into account all these factors, 
one estimates that 5 x IO3 well-tagged events for the oscillation analysis will be available 
with the LHC collider B detector. Estimates presented in the BCD-EO1 are very similar. To 
quote, starting from 5 x IO" Be  pairs at the SSC, it is estimated that a total reconstructed 
sample of 5.6 x 104 for the oscillation analysis will be available [IOS]. Assuming perfect 
time resolution, the numbers above are sufficient to determine x. up to x, = 25 at the LHC 
and SSC. To what precision Ax, /x ,  can actually be measured depends on the proper-time 
resolution, characterized by the parameter D discussed earlier. The inverse proportionality 
of the two can be seen in equation (89). Since, with a good calorimetric resolution, the B, 
energy will be measured quite accurately, the error on the proper time will be dominated by 
the vertex resolution. In a realistic simulation, this resolution must be included to determine 
the degradation of the signal. The result of a simulated likelihood analysis done with a 
sample of 5000 tagged K+gP, K-BP and K-BP, K+B: , for the LHC collider B detector 
is shown in figure 32, where an exponential background and perfect proper-time resolution 
have been assumed. We conclude that there is a good prima facie case for attempting to 
measure x, in hadron machines, both in the collider and fixed-target modes, if dedicated B 
detectors could be built. 

10. Summary and outlook 

One of the most important remaining tests of the SM in the flavour sector is the precision 
determination of all CKM matrix parameters. The measurement of B:-@ mixing is likely 
to be a very important ingredient in this programme since, combined with the measurement 
of Bi-B: mixing, it can be used to give a fairly accurate value of one of the sides of the 
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Figure 32. Roper-time measurement for the ragged events K%,, K-E, (LHS) and 
K-B,, K+B, (RHS). for the four assumed values of xs. The Monte Carlo data points correspond 
to a total sample of 5000 tagged events and the curve results from the simultaneous marhum 
likelihood fils 10 the data (from [ I  IO]). 

unitarity triangle (V,d/hVcb). (It must be stressed, however, that this depends on the ratio 
f&Bsd/fi,BBs. which could deviate significantly from its SU(3)  symmetric value ’= 1.) 
We have summarized here the present status of B:-fi: mixing and discussed the outlook 
for the prospects for x, measurements in high-energy experimental physics facilities. 

First of all, what is the value of xs expected to be? The calculations of xg in the SM 
are uncertain due to the (unknown) top-quark mass and the weak decay matrix elements. 
However, bounds on the former and model-dependent estimates of the latter are available, 
and we have used these to estimate 2% in the SM. This exercise gives (at ‘lu’): 

x, > 3.0 (f%Jfj;;; = 180 f 35 MeV) 

x g  > 5.2 (fB$& = 225 f 25 MeV). (104) 

The corresponding ‘central values’ (taking mt = 150 GeV) are 

xs = 10.0 (fs8& = 180f  35 MeV) 

x s =  15.8 ( f~ ,&=225f25MeV) .  

All of these values are beyond the reach of time-integrated measurement+time-dependent 
methods are necessary. 
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We have reviewed estimates of B:-B: mixing in a number of extensions of the SM. 
Smaller values for xs than those expected in the SM can be found in several of these-non- 
minimal supersymmetric models, models with Z-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents, 
models with four generations, and non-minimal leh-right symmetric models. (It should be 
noted, however, that for the latter two cases a certain amount of fine-tuning is needed.) 
This underlines the point that experimental searches have to be made with the foresight that 
xs < x:" is not yet Nled out from experimental constraints. 

Present information on the mixing parameters in the B0-B0 complex is available in 
terms of the timeintegrated measures x d  and the weighted average x = Pdxd + f&: 
x d  = 0.155 f 0.031, x = 0.133 i 0.01. An extraction of xs from these numbers requires 

and P, = 0.20 f 0.07, one obtains ,ys = 0.43 * 0.17. This implies ,ys > 0.37 at 90% CL, in 
agreement with the SM expectation xr zz 0.5. The first order of business in this area is to 
reduce the measurement errors on x d  and ,y and infer ,ys in a less model-dependent fashion. 
This demands measurements of flavour correlations through characteristic features of Bt 
production and decays. One possibility is to use characteristic charged lepton-kaon states 
in the decays of the B, meson, B, -+ t+K-ucX, and measure the final state ttK-K-X as 
a reliable estimator of the state BfK-X, giving 

prior knowledge Of the b -+ Bd and b -+ B. probabilities Pd and Ps. With Pd = 0.35k0.05 

P (b --f ttK-K-) 
P(b -+ .VK-K-) + P(b -+ t -KtK-)  = xs. 

We expect that with the present and forthcoming statistics at the four LEP experiments, such 
flavour correlation measurements will be undertaken to determine xs. This would allow a 
determination of x, if x, c 4.0, beyond which the time-integrated measurements become 
insensitive to xs. Even if it turns out that, as expected, x, cannot be extracted in this way, 
this kind of technique will be important for B, tagging in time-dependent measurements. 

We now summarize experimental proposals using time-dependent methods to measure 
x,. We have given an exhaustive review of the existing and forthcoming experimental 
facilities involving electron and/or proton beams. Among the ongoing experiments, in 
our opinion, the best chance of measuring xs is provided by the experiments at LEP. 
Since particle identification and momentum measurements are available in (almost) all 
LEP experiments, the limiting factor at LEP is the integrated luminosity. The required 
number of 2% needed to measure xs with an assumed precision depends crucially on the 
resolution on proper time Atf r ,  which depends both on the vertex resolution and the B 
hadron momentum resolution. In a number of Monte Carlo studies at LEP it has been 
estimated that to measure xs < 10 with a precision Ax,/x, = 0.1, a proper-time resolution 
At /?  = 0.1 and Nzn lo7 would be required- Given the various objective and subjective 
constraints, xI = 10 defines the reach of LEP experiments. Since this lies comfortably 
above the estimated SM lower bound on xs. it is imperative to push at LEP in this direction. 
The possibility of determining xs in a range significantly above the sensitiviry obtainable 
through the time-integrated measurements is one good reason to go for the high luminosity 
LEP option. The same remarks also apply to the impending experiments at HEM, where 
one would also need 0(107) B hadron events to reach x, = 10. 

Asymmetric B-factory experiments are constrained by somewhat different considera- 
tions. Here, the required luminosity is not only determined by the resolution on the decay 
length difference, A(&), measured, for example, through the decay vertices of the dilep- 
tons, but also by the beam energies and the decay branching ratios of the T(5S) resonance. 
Since the time modulation due to mixing is most pronounced in the same-sign final state 
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with charge conjugation C = -1, the decay branching ratio T(5S) --t B:B: is a crucial 
parameter. Given a comfortably large branching ratio (say 10%) and excellent 8.z reso- 
lution, say A(ss)/(z) = 0.1, the remaining constraining parameter for x,"" is the machine 
boost factor f l y .  The larger the f ly  (i.e. the more asymmetric the two beams), the smaller 
is the luminosity required to measure a given xg. The maximum value of xs reachable in an 
asymmetric B factory depend on the assumptions about the mentioned parameters. Using 
A(&) = 40 pm, a boost factor f ly  = 1, and a data set of 20-30 f b - I ,  the SLAC and DESY 
studies lead to the optimistic conclusion that one would be able to reach as high a value of 
x6 as 20 at 30 level. On the other hand, the KEK and Comell studies, using somewhat more 
conservative parameters, came to the conclusion that a maximum value for xs of only 5-7 
is measurable. While the upper range of x, is probably more vulnerable to the systematic 
etmrs, such as the non-Gaussian tail in the resolution, the asymmetric B-factories may allow 
a measurement of x, in a range significantly beyond those of the LEP experiments. 

Finally, we summarize the conclusions for the proton machines. Here the constraining 
feature is not the number of B hadrons which would be produced in sufficient abundance at 
the forthcoming hadron colliders (LHC and SSC) and fixed-target proton machines. Rather, 
it is more the trigger rates, the B, tagging quality, the vertex resolution and background 
which pose the real challenge. The dilution factor and mistaggings at hadron machines 
are much larger compared with those at electron machines. Since the B rates are very 
high in hadron machines, one can afford to reconstruct completely the B, mesons in a 
number of non-leptonic decay modes. The typical efficiency for such a reconstruction is 
O(10-6). This would yield typically O[103(l@)] B, mesons for the oscillation analysis for 
an integrated production of 0[1010(10")] B hadrons at the LHC and SSC. Such a large B, 
data sample would allow, in principle, a measurement of xs up to xs = 25, assuming an 
exponentially falling background and perfect resolution. The precision Axs / x s  depends on 
the vertex resolution. A realistic Monte Carlo simulation to take that into account has yet 
to be carried out, and, in the absence of such studies, one has to regard the present claims 
of measuring xS values as high as 25 as somewhat idealized. In our opinion, just as in 
other experimental facilities, in hadronic machines one will also have to work extremely 
hard to go beyond xs = 15. However, a relatively light topquark (say mt = 130 GeV) and 
a moderate value for the product ( f i zB~ , )  '18, may reduce x, sufficiently and consequently 
one may not require the experimental capabilities of measuring x, beyond 15. 

In conclusion, it appears that future experiments are well placed to measure xs. 
Hopefully this will be done in the not-too-distant future and another part of the CKM puzzle 
will fall into place. 
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Non added in pro$. Since the submission of the manuscript a number of new measurements have been reponed 
in B-physics from experiments ai LEP and CESR. We have incorporated h e  results by updating the numbers in 
the text as far as possible. Concerning the mass of the B,-meson. it has now teen measured at LEP by the ALEPH 
and DELPHI collaborations using the decay modes B, -+ $'@ and 8, + Dbx-. In particular, ALEPH quotes a value 
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m(B,)  = 5.3746 * 0.0075(stat.) * 0.005(syst.) GeV (San I a u  Wu (private communication)). This gives a mass 
difference m(BJ - m(Bd) E 96 MeV, for which we had assumed 100 MeV in the text. Likewise, the lifetime 
of Ihe B:-meson has now teen measured, giving r(BJ = 1.05 5 0.32 ps, which is nominally smaller than the 
lifeume for the other B-mesons, r(Bj) = 1.46+ 0.19 ps and r(B-) = 1.34*0.21 ps (Drell and Panerson 1992 
Cornell Universiry Reporr CLNS 9 y I  177). We remark me the present measwmenll are certainly compatible 
with all three B-meson lifetimes being equal, an assumption the has teen made in the various numerical estimates 
presented in the texL 
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